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Central Arctic gas line 
would set world records 
Lazelle pre-school 
granted a reprieve 
BY: REV. DAVE MARTYN 
It appears that the LazeHe Preschool will stilt 
be open in January.  After the Protest March last 
Friday, the local Department of Human 
Resources can came thranght with an increased 
grant for children with special needs. This wm 
effectively allow the Preschool to remain open. 
However this does not mean that the Preschool 
will remain open. It is quite possible that in 
three months the Preschool will have to close its 
doors. The problem in that the money available 
from Human Resources is granted in terms of 
the number of children that attend, which is a 
flutuating variable. Unforunately the expenses 
of the preschool (salaries, supplies and rent) are 
fixed. 
The Preschool is in the position of a condemned 
person waiting for the hangman to come. "The 
authorities have given a brief reprieve, but we're 
still in Jar, and we're still waiting for the death 
blow." 
Any persons that are interested in working 
with, or being apart or, the Lazelle Preschool 
Board are invited to a meeting January 5-1 p.m. 
at Knox united Church. 4907 Lnselie Ave. 
MLA Shelford and Health Minister.Bob McLelland at luncheon with represen- 
tatives from Kifimat Stikine Districts and Mills Memorial Hospital. 
75 meet with 
health minister 
A crowd Of about 75 
people concerned almut 
the pending phasa-out of 
• Skeeuaview Lodge met 
with Health Minister Bob 
~ overnment for a new uilding. 
(The Skeenaview 
Society is an appointed 
board which has an ad- 
t 
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- ' ~i ~ Da.L t~ was me structural decay One ward in the 
of the building which hospital has been shut 
xiliary. au I made it unsafe, down because of the lack 
A Coast Kitimat Elks fund 
Guard for boy mauled by bear The next step, Me- ofstaff, but Gee said that 
Clellund said, is for the when the lodge begins 
Skeenaview Society to admitting people again, 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Transport Minister Otto Lang KITIMAT, B.C. (CP) -- Chad has had six toward him with the boy make application to the more staff would be hired announced etails Wednesday of a volunteer coast 
guard, auxiliary to be es~bl/shed early next year for 
searcn-ana-rescue operauuns. 
operations already, and 
next year faces three or 
more trips to Vancouver 
for plastic surgery. 
The son of a pulp mill 
operator, Chad refnrned 
home two weeks ago after 
more than a week in 
hospital here, then Van- 
couver .  
SIDE RIPPED OPEN , 
When he was attacked 
by the six-foot, 2on-pound 
black bear, his side was 
ripped open leaving his 
kidn. 9, and liver exposed, 
and his scalp was torn off. 
Every timehe screamed, 
the bear bit him again. 
He was saved by neigh- 
bur Klaus Kushke who 
shot the bear with a .303- 
calibre rifle as it came 
and the ward would be re- 
opened. 
Several members of the 
audience pointed out 
there has been a 
reduction in patient 
programs,  a l though 
McClelland isputed that 
claim. 
However, the BCGEU 
representative charged 
that $100,000 of the 
Skeenaview budget was 
returned to Victoria last 
year because of these 
cancelled programs. 
Charges were also 
made of low staff morale 
caused by lack of com- 
munication between staff 
and administration~ ' 
• ,McClelhmd~sted" that- 
communication was a 
two-way street and this 
was something"you'd 
work out for yourselves." 
The health minister 
said the location of the 
new facility would be 
determined by Terrace 
council and the regional 
district with imput from 
the public. 
Thus far there are four 
locations being con- 
sidered: The present site, 
adjacent to Mills 
Memorial Hospital, with 
the proposed Health and 
Human Resources 
Centre, • or across the 
street from the centre. 
MLA Shelford com- 
mented that he per- 
sonatiy feels the present 
site is the best, but said 
that he majority riiay not 
aagres with him. 
Concluding the hour- 
long meeting, a petition 
was presented to Mc- 
Clelland containing 748 
nemes of people who are 
concerned with the future 
of Skeenaview Lodge. 
Victorian Settles 
the 35 employees will pointed by the Labor 
divide a settlement of Relations Board. 
$11,000, approximately 60 Publisher John 
per cent of what they said Damgaard said the 
was owed to them on the new~aper, which era- 
basis of one week's pay piny more than 100 
for every 12 months person, folded because it 
worked for the company, was losing money. 
The settlement was There is no indication 
roached following what, if any, settlement 
meetings with Frank other workers have 
Hilton, a mediator an- received. 
The KitimatElks Lodge 
has opened a relief fund 
for Chad Taskinen, 10, 
The federal government will set aside $750,000 for whose side was torn open 
the service, which is expected to have 200 members in and scalp ripped off by a 
its first year and be operational by April 1, 1978, Lang bear Oct. 6. 
said in a news release. The boy faces at least a 
To become a member, a volunteer must own a" dozen more operations 
suitable vessel, know how to operate radio corn- and will wear a hairpiece 
munication facilities or be willing to serve as a crew for years, but his mental 
member of a vessel. 
The volunteers will reply to distress calls and try to state and spirits are good. 
prevent marine accidents by providing safety in- Money from the fund 
formation to pleasureboat operators, will help pay for future 
The Canadian coast guard will provide professional hospital expenses, travel 
training for the volunteers and will compensate costs to Vancouver, and 
volunteers for expenses incurred during searchand- such things as the 
rescue operations, hairpieces ~he boy will 
tang said that distress calls are increasing at an need periodically as he 
average annual rate of 20 per cent. grows older. 
Skeena MLA Cyril Shelford at meeting with Health Minister Bob McLelland, 
in his mouth. 
The bullet's impact 
lifted the bear off its feet. 
Chad fell to the ground 
but remained conscious 
until the ambulance 
arrived. 
Two hours later, the 
boy's scalp was found in 
thick brush and taken to 
hospital where surgeons 
were working on him. 
The scalp was stitched 
hack on. 
The club, which started 
donations with its own 
contribution of $800, has 
set no goal. 
"All we want to do is 
help meet expanses as 
they arise," said Gary 
Young, club secretary. 
treasurer. 
Ron Gross resigns 
largely responsible for a 
reorgaulzaflon program 
in' 1973, will continue as a 
director of the company 
during the transition 
period. 
The board of directors 
announced the ap- 
pointment of Donald N. 
Watson as president and 
chief executive officer to 
succeed Gross. 
Watson has been a 
director since 1973 and 
has been board chairman 
since July, 1976. He will 
continue as chairman of 
the board. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Members of the em- 
ployees association of the 
Victorian, who lost their 
jobs when tha thrice - 
weekly newspaper folded 
early last month, have 
accepted a severance pay 
sett lement,  an asso- 
ciation spokesman said 
Tuesday 
The sDoitesn.m said 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Ronald M. Gross, 
president of Canadian 
Cellulose Company Ltd,, 
isresigning as an officer 
of the company effective 
March 1, 1978. 
The company said in a 
news release today that 
Gross will become 
president and chief op- 
erating officer of ITT 
Rayoaier at its in- 
ternational head office in 
New York. 
Gross, who has been a 
CanCel senior executive 
since 1968 and was 
Heralds heralding the "Herald Gr. I carollers outside Herald. Pupils are from 
E.T. Kenny School. 
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heralding the holiday season. 
Welfare cheater beater 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The United States 
'government will begin 
comparing computer 
ta ...~..s. of the country's 110 
million wage earners who 
pay Social Security taxes 
'with welfare roils in a 
'search for cheaters and 
'bureaucratic waste. 
Joseph Califano, 
health, education and 
we l fa re  secretary  
disclosed plans for the 
project Tuesday in an 
mterview with The 
Associated Press. 
The secretary 
predicted the project 
would help restore public 
confidence in the welfare 
system by "getting the 
welfare rolls down to 
those people who are 
entitled to be on them." 
He said the computer 
matching is theoretically 
foolproof. 
"As a condition of 
getting AFDC (Aid to 
Families with Dependent 
Children) benefits, you 
have to report what your 
income is," he explained. 
"If you report your in- 
come accurately and 
properly, it will never 
show up. (But) if you re- 
port your income inac- 
curately, then it (welfare 
fraud) will." 
EXPANSIONOF 
PROJECT 
The new program is an 
expansion of Project 
Match, which Califano 
launched earlier this year 
by comparing his de- 
portment's Washington 
payroll with local welfare 
rolls. 
' " The effort has so far 
TTT~ . ~ • • 11 spread out to compare 
• the names, Social wnere  Iects. Wlll Securit numbers and 
• - . Y 
I / . , ,1  ~. , salaries of 2.8 million 
Qnr~lq / ' t  | ' l '11~qQl" l~rlQ~ federal civil servants 
~ j~x. t~.  ~,xx .~x~t~xxxct to  against the names of 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  v~,,~ti-n H ,~ ~n,,nt h,.,,~ welfare recipients in 20 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  metropolitan regions, While noliticians and days in Barba~ shortly . . . . . . . . .  
mrnmg up l~;,-uou weuare  otherPu~biic figures urge after Finance Minister r i ints ettin fed ral 
Canadians to vacation in Jean Chretien urged ec p e g g e 
Canada to offset the Canadians to vacation PaY cheques. 
rising tourist deficit, inside the country to help Some of those 
~ .  of fthem will be reduce the travel deficit, presumably were 
tg or me sunny DIEF TO BARBADOS receiving aid 
south this Yuletide. Former prime minister legitimately, hut a pilot 
Governor-General John Diefenbaker plans study indicated that as 
Jules Lager and his wife to spend about wo weeks many as 25 per cent of the 
wil l .be spending the ill Barbados during the names appearing on both 
nmmuay season in Christmas recess where lists would be people 
]~lorida 'at}d expect., to he is expected to begir~ ineligible ~ fol~ welfare, or 
:~ttl/d/'slt~fly' Mtei.: the work on his fourth hool~ -~ recei'v~g too. much ill 
New Year to prepare for reflections on his last 10" benefits; ' investigators 
guests at  their annual years as a private MP. said. 
levee, at one time held Josclorkis expected to Resrmndin~ to earlier 
New Year's Day. This spend Christmas Day at ' criticTsm *~,,* n,.,~o,,, 
year the levee will be held Stornoway, the nff[cial Match is"]m'~lwa~Ta~l" 
Jan. 16. Ottawa residence of the invasion of individual 
Prime Minister - leader of the Opposition, nrivacy, Califano said" 
Trudeau told reporters with wife Maureen and ~'This i-'~o ~,  in ,~  
earl~i 's  week he has to daughter Cathe~ne_ . judgme--nt Ywi"l'l" viola"t~ 
stralgnmn out some per- A SpoKesman Ior L;lurK anyone's nr ivae v We'll 
sonal problems before said lie will then head for do~t~i~ wlt~ d,~li~v and 
deciding how he will his native Alberta to ,,,,~';;" . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  
spend his Christmas spend part of the holiday " -~" ,  
break, season with his parents t;alitano is acting on 
and brother, authority granted in a 
His estranged wife NewDemocratie littie-notieed section of 
Margaret has said she Leader Ed Broadbent the new Social Security 
plans to visit the couple's will spend his first law signed by President 
three sons after finishing Christmas in Ottawa " Ca~er On Tuesday. The 
a film ill Montreal, Dec. after returning here Dec. section, accepted at the 
23. • 20 following a six-day last .minute, had .b~n 
However, Trudeau is visit to Japan, where he inseneo oy benate's fi- 
scheduled to make a attended an international vance committee, headed 
historic visit to NORAD meeting of democratic by Democratic Senator 
(North American Air socialist party leaders. Russell Long ot 
Defenee Command) Broadbent will spend L~uisiaua. '
headquarters ill Colorado Christmas with his wife The new law raises 
Springs, Colo. Dec. 27-29 Lucllle and two children SocialSecurity axes $227 
as the first Canadian Paul and Christine before billionby 1987. 
prime minister to tour the 
military installations 
there. 
A spokesman for the 
~rrime minister suggested 
udeau may extend his 
stay in the state for some 
skiing. 
Trudeau was sharply 
criticized following his 
last out -o fcount r  
• travelling to his 0shawa- 
Whitby constituency Jan. 
4. 
Commons Speaker 
James Jerome, who had 
~u.laaned on returning to 
s Sudbury riding for the 
holiday season, will stay 
instead at Kingsmere, his 
official residence~ just 
north of Ottawa. 
75,000 queue at 
London Heathrow 
LONUQ_ N (AP) -- 
Thousands of Christmas 
travellers faced more 
delays at London's Heat- 
hrow Airport today. 
Morning fog added to 
the problems created hy 
a backlog of about 75,000 
passengers built up when 
heavy fog prevented most 
flights from landing or 
taking off Monday. 
With regularly 
scheduled, fully booked 
flights taking precedence 
over those delayed, air- 
port terminal huildings 
were bursting at the 
seams Tuesday with 
stranded passengers. 
Fighting broke out 
among those scrambling 
for the few seats 
available, police said, 
and ticket clerks com- 
plained of the abuse 
directed at them. 
Flights circling the 
airport waiting to land 
hadto  be diverted to 
other British airfields on 
Tuesday because air- 
space was so tightly 
rationed, the British 
A . 
re]~orted. 
~ome transatlantic 
passengers diverted to 
Brussels on Monday were 
still there today waiting 
for flights to London. 
British Airways said 
the backlog of holiday 
travellers may. not be 
cleared up until 
Christmas Eve as an 
estimated 75,0~0 persons 
were expected at the 
$2.5 million 
contract of 
Johnny Carson 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Johnny Carson~ host of 
NBC television etwork's 
Tonight Show, has signed 
a new contract which 
gives him an annual 
salary of $2.5 million and 
more time off, the New 
York Post said today. 
A representative of the 
network was not im- 
mediately available for 
comment Ca the report. 
Carson, often the butt 
of his guests' jokes 
because of the generous 
time-off provisions ill his 
old eoniract, will have at 
least 25 three-day work 
weeks under the new 
contract, the Post said, 
and will have 14 weeks of 
vacation. With 13 fourday 
weeks added in, that 
would mean Carson 
would work the late-night 
talk show about 125 days 
a year. 
The newspaper said the 
airport every day this new contract would run 
week. more than five years and 
Gatwiek Airport south gives the network a series 
of London experienced of options on his services 
similar problems, but. after, the contract runs 
Freddie Laker's cutprice out. 
Skytrain service to New Carson has been host on 
York managed to take off the talk show, which has 
both Monday and consistently attracted 
Tuesday, Laker Airways high ratings, for more 
reported, than 15 years. 
..... ).... 
Women's roles grow Santa busy at N. Pole 
in U.S. Millit  
WASHINGTON (ALP) -- 
In a major policy change, 
the U,S. Army is opening 
missile units and other 
combat support as- 
signments to women. 
The decision means 
women soldiers may he 
exposed to hostile fire in 
future war. 
However, the new 
policy, still will bar 
women from serving in 
direct combat roles with 
infantry, field artillery, 
tanks, combat engineers 
and front-line units. 
Women will even he 
posted to the army's 82nd 
A i rborne  Divis ion 
~reviously closed to 
em. 
One major effect of the 
new policy will be to 
erase a longstanding rule 
that a woman soldier 
could not be sent any far- 
ther than the rear of a 
brigade deployed for 
combat. 
The action will open all 
but 16 of the army's 377 
military specialties to 
women. 
The new policy is the 
latest in a series of moves 
changed if the army is to 
fulfil demands that it 
enrol substantially larger 
numbers of women. 
Current plans to almost 
double the 46,000 army 
women during the next 
five years hinge to a 
considerable xtent on 
this, Pentagon sources 
said. 
Under the new policy, 
the sources aid, women 
may be assigned to Hawk 
and Hercules anti- 
aircraft missile units. 
ground-to-ground missile" 
and rocket batteries, 
helicopter companies and 
such other support outfits 
as signal, mflstary police, 
transportation, mainte- 
nance and medical units 
which are required in 
hattie zones to back up 
the front line. 
The women will be 
excluded from flying 
helicopters on attack or 
scouting missions, but 
they may fly helicopters 
in combat zones for other 
purposes. 
NORTH POLE, Alaska At any time of the year, watch for Christmas. You 
Miller is likely to don his (AP) -- Conrad Miller 
gets letters, lots of let- 
ters, from all over the 
world. The letters have 
one theme in common: 
"Dear Santa Claus. l've 
beengood, and I wish you 
wouldbring me ..." 
Miller, 64, a bouncy 
grandfathbr, i~ Santa" 
Claus ill spirit and deed, 
if not ill fact, and he has 
an argument on the last 
point. 
He and his family 
operate Santa Claus 
House on  the Alaska 
Highway ill this commu- 
nity 24 kilometres 
southeast of Falrhanks. 
Santa Claus House is a 
boxlike building, painted 
white and Irimmed in 
red. On it are pictures of 
Santa Claus, reindeer, 
dog teams and the 
midnight sun. 
On the first floor is a 
shop stocked with tourist 
items and goods tied to 
the Christmas theme. 
Living quarters and an 
office are on the top floor. 
Santa Claus suit to 
receive youngsters or 
tourists. During the 
Christmas season he 
holds court each Sunday. 
Often at his side as 
Mrs. Claus is his wife 
Nellie and his daughter 
Merry Christmas, 16. He 
also has five sons and 12 
grandchildren. 
"I get about 100,000 
letters a year," Miller 
said. He and some 
helpers answer the mail, 
although about 30,000 
letters cannot be an- 
swered because the 
addresses are illegibile. 
CONTAIN ADVICES 
Some of the letters 
Miller receives give 
Santa advice on where to 
get presents at the lowest 
price. Sometimes they 
carry accusations that 
Santa is a fake. 
Among the letters 
Miller cherishes is one 
from the Philippines: 
"Dear Santa. Please 
bring me a Mickey Mouse 
can get it in Hung Kong 
on your way to the 
Philippines. Daddy _says 
they are cheaper In Hang 
Kong." *' 
And he has another 
which always gives him a 
chuckle. * 
"Dear Santa Claus," it 
starts out. "You are a 
fake. You didn't bring me 
what I wanted last year. 
You didn't bring me What 
I wanted the  year 
before." 
It goes on to list a long 
series of IF.ievnnees, then 
closes wRh, "You can 
forget about bringing me 
the bicycle, my mother 
doesn't have the money to 
pay for it anyway." 
Miller said: "Many 
times the post office 
automat ica  fly sen 
letters addressed to 
Santa Claus to us. They 
don't know where else to 
send them, so they send 
them up here." 
Miller is a native of 
Oaray, Colo., who arrived 
at the North Pole in 1951. 
Manual sets style  for Canada's 
Public Works Emergency Telephone No.: 5384188 .',-:" .." 
. .~. ; 
Districtof Terrace .. ' ..,... 
'i"o our many customers and friends our sincere thanks for your 
patronage and support during the :!5 years we have had the privilege of 
serving you. ~ .  
I 
As of January 1, 1978, Canadian Pacific will assume operation of Nor. 
thland Navigation. We are pleased lhat the Northland name, so familiar 
ii~ so many ports and communities along the coast, will continue, and 
that the high standard of service we have endeavourecl to provide will be 
maintained in our new association with Canada Pacific. 
Northland Navigation Co. Ltd. 
228S Commissioner Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
VSL IA9 
BURLINGTON, Ont. to present his case to 
(CP) -- A Burlington MaSt. 
man says temperance 
groups in British Colum- 
bia are responsible for 
controversy in that 
province ovw his firm's 
home-made wine 
product . . . . .  , 
His WoOer Wine is 
sold ill powder form and 
has to be mixed with 
sugar and water and 
allowed to stand for 
days. 
"I understand the first 
noises came from these 
groups," Don P i i l a ,  
owner of Home Made 
Wine Crafts, said ill an 
interview Tuesday. 
Rafe Mair, British 
Columbia consumer 
affairs minister, said last 
week that Pilla had 
agreed tq~ remove the 
product ! , '  from su- 
permarket shelves in 
B.C. because there.was a 
fear it might fall into the 
hands of juvenflos. 
Filla, whose Wonder 
Wine has been sold ill 
B.C. supermarkets for ' 
about a year, said it Is 
still being sold in the .. 
stores but he has agreed " " . 
not to make further ...... 
shipments until'he is able 
home made wine 
B.C. drys sl0w 
Garbage colloctlon for those days will be as follows: 
REGULAR PICKUP WILL BE PICKED UP 
Oecambar 26, 1977 Friday, Dm:eml~r :i3, 1977 
December 2?, 1977 Wednesday, Oecs.mbar :111, 1977 
January 2, 1978 Tuesday, January 3, 1978 
The language of the 
new policy specifies 
that have gradually women may serve ill any 
widened opportunities for military job at any or- 
women in the U.S. armed ganizational level "ex-  men and women in armed forces 
forces since 1970. cept battalion size and 
The army always has smaller units of infanlry, By DOUG SMALL The idea is to ensure opposed to the length of 
banned women from armor, cannon, field OTTAWA (CP) -  Gum standards expected of a ham" 
combat situations by artillery, combat w in qg ,h s l ou professional military The manual leaves itup 
rules and regulations, engineer, low altitude air sauntering and walking force, while fostering to commanding officers 
The assignment of air defenee artillery and arm-in-arm on the street group identity and to see that men have 
force, navy and marine other direct combat- are out in the armed morale, moustaches of uniform 
women to combat is related sl~ecialties uch forces. RULES R~ASONABLE length. 
forbidden by. law.. The as Special Forces." So are moustaches that "The regulatioas . . . Beards are restricted 
navy is seeking legal The army has been "extend below the cur- are, reasonable, en- to personnel serving ill 
authorization to allow training women soldiers ners of the mouth." forceable, assure a Maritime Command, 
women to serve aboard in the use of rifles and In its latest dress-and- favorable military image naval operations and 
ships not expected to be other individual weapons deportment manual, the and yet permit some certain infantry sections. 
in combat . . . .  for some time and nulitary warns female individuality," the dress But men can keep their 
MUST CHANGE RULES recently has begun personnel to make sure manual says. beards if they are posted 
Pentagon sources say combining men and hair is neither too long Nearly three of the five to other duties after 
the rules against combat women in the same basic nor too short. . _ pages in the manual are serving in these bran- 
exposure must be. training batullions. It cannot "extend devoted to hair. Men and ebes. 
• below the lower ,,edge of women are told to keep Once a beard is 
the jacket collar, their heads neat and well- authorized, the manual 
Trudeau praises Belafonte It also should not "be groomed, then are given says, "the use of the 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  with the Saskatoon, cut so short as to present detailed instructions on razor shall be discon- 
Prime Minister Pierre Winnipeg, Vancouver~ an unfeminine ap- the way to do it. " tinned entirely." 
Trudeau praised popular Edmonton, Calgary ana ~r~e l :  ne..mcna:l~i~ Me~ee~rt~a~l~tmi~hayaase:b~h n wi~euntbet a:m°Cbtaeac.cbedheW°: singing star Harry Hamilton symphony ~ th.e m 
Belnfonte as a "groat and orchestras, of skin betw~n collars ha~i and above the moustache has either generous man" before The tour, which 
giving him a warm and RolaEonte said during a and hair. But it adds that ears." It should be no beengrown or shaved off, 
J~ri .g~y..hug during, a news conference Tuesday "this may vary according morethan sixinches long men are ordored~ to 
brief cerembfiy dCthe h~s,i'ii'aised b'e~een to' whether the individual ~and-~hort-enougb."that change/,Ml~, identifiCation 
Nati0nal/.Arts cent re  $3o0,o0o ~ind $400,000 for ha sashort or.!on~neck.~'~ whe~.h..a~i4sgmom~and cards bearing pictures. 
Tuesday evening, the orchestras, will end in 'mat is in seeping ~itls Ik~ddi.~.fs r~mbved, no For women, the 
The ceremony, Halifax on Dee. 22 when what the manual says is hair touches the ears or manual bans hair or- 
honoring Belafonte's he will perform with the an effort to see that collar of falls below the uaments and bobby pins 
personal appearance top of the eyebrows." that show. 
mentSUpp°rtoff°r'can~dianthe develOP-or.Atlantic Symphony. " rules are not overly In addition, the manual And it orders con- 
chesiran, was held before Tour costs have been restrictive, says men's hair should servative make-up. 
an enthusiastic _ apacity covered by IBM Canada, At. the same time, the not have a bulk of more "This precludes the use 
audience attending the Ltd., which also has milkaryma~ssclcarthac man I~ inenes atthe top of false eyelashes, heavy 
eighth in a series of nine made contributions to dress standards must be of the head. eyeliner, bright blue. 
benefit concerts each of the orcnestran as high .enough to ':~flect . Bulk is defined "as the green eyeshadow, 
featuring the American well as paying .for e~ cre¢lit on ..me in divmual distancethat the mass of colored nail polish and 
singer: $150,000 TV spen ml tap| ana on tne uanadian .hair prowuoes from the excessive facial make- 
• lrueeau and Secretary ill Winnipeg. CN Hotels forces as a whole," scalp when groomed--as up." 
of State John Roberts and Hilton Canada 
presen.t~ the artist with provided ac- 
e SCroU expressing me eommedationsfor N 0 T I 0 E 
country s appreemuon Belafonte and his corn- 
for Belafonte'a~'magnifl - nanv 
cent and magnanimous r"l~l'afonte said earlier, 
~neS~re g mh~at~io~C, i.pa tin g du ril~da wneW~ t  Oer ~n~ O,,ICE HOURS." 
During .the Christmas - New Year holiday sueson, the offices of the District of 
.. He also receive 9 a, ailing Canadian or- .l"m'.ra.ce w!ll, in addition to the normal weekend closing dates, be closed on the 
carving.mrge' soapstone muzt moreCh~strasthanill retnru20 yearsf°r ~of ~[iowing oeys: . 
Belofonte and his popular support his 
companyof 2.3 mnaic!ans Canadian performances . '. ::' ~nday ,  December 26,1977 
and singers ~gan meir have received. He de- ' Tuesday. ~umbar 27,1977 
nine-city benefit tour in. scribed the tour as a . Mondey, January 2,1975 
Toronto on Dec. 1 an(t "fiesta from one Coast to have since perfarmed the other." THEREWlLLNOT BE GARBAGE PICKUPOH THOSE DAYS. 
THE HERALD, Thursday, December 22, 1977, PAgE | 
nl 
I'Actress aysshe had Howard Hughes Baby I 
~-~ k .... ~- - . - .~ . . -~  :'~: : ........ • 
i 
The above photo was taken just a few minutes~e ' rebbery  in Rupert, 
Monday at 8:25 p.m. Northern Coop Centre general manger Cliff Irving and 
Corner Store manager Lionel Butler are shown inspecting the two tills which were 
rifled by two men wearing Halloween masks, who ordered the female clerk to lie 
face down on the floor. 
Then then started pressing keys on the two cash registers until the cash drawers 
opened, scooped up the contents and fled, on foot, running up Slithers Street, 
adJcent o the Rupert store. This photo, as were all photos Of the fires that claim 
thelives of five persons in Prince Rupert, were taken by Phy]is "happened "to he 
.in the immediate area and was able to use her camera to advantage. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
• Actress Terry Moore, 47, 
who says she was 
married to the late bil- 
lionaire recluse Howard 
Hughes, said Tuesday 
that she had his child, 
which died shortly after a 
premature birth. 
Miss Moore, who says 
she married Hughes 
secretly on a boat in 
Mexican waters off Cali- 
fornia in November, 1949, 
said in an interview that 
she bore Hughes's child 
in a Munich, Germany, 
hospital in October, 1951. 
At the time, she Was in 
Germany making a 
movie, and Hughes, who 
was in America at the 
time, decided .xnot to 
/ravel to Germany. 
She said the baby, a girl 
she named Lisa Marie, 
was harn three months 
~ rematurely and lived 24 ours before dying of 
blood poisoning.. ~ . .. 
"He (Hugnes~ nian-t 
want a child," said Miss 
Moore ,  who received an 
Oscar nomination for 
best supporting actress in 
the movie Come Back, 
Little Sheba. 
Female Athlete of 1977 
By MEt SUFRIN record that eluded her, 
• CP Sports Editor was a clear choice in the 
Cindy Nicholas, who annual year -end  poll 
became the first woman conducted by  The 
to swim the English Canadian Press. 
Channel both ways non- Second wan S~,lvia 
stop and then complained Burka of WinmPeg, 
because she missed a winner of the world sprint 
one-way record by a speed skating champion- 
couple of minutes, is ship, and third was skier 
Canada's female athlete Kathy Kreiner Of Tim- 
of the year for 1977. mina, Ont., who placed 
The~0-year-old Toronto fifth in World Cup giant 
student, already planning slalom racing. 
another attack on the Kreiner was the 1976 
"He didn't Want anyone 
to have a claim on his 
estate and he saw to it 
that I didn't get pregnant 
again," she said. " I  
really wanted achild and 
was heart-broken when 
our daughter died. 
MOULD CHILDREN 
"I thought he was being 
selfish..But he argued 
that unless you were 
around children con- 
stantly to create and 
mouldtbem, they would 
hurt your image, blacken 
your name." 
Miss Moore said she 
Recreational nd Aquatic 
Programmes has been 
completed. The program 
handbook is presently 
being printed and will he 
delivered to everyone via 
marl by the end of 
December. For a preview 
of some of the new 
~e~gr ams, the Parks and reation Dept. has in 
store for you, read on!! 
Skatin~ Lessons for 
Adults: will be conducted 
by an experienced In- 
strnctor. Donna Donald 
f~dhelp you learn the 
amentals of skating 
including balance, for- 
ward and backward 
motion, stopping and 
changing direction and 
more according to in- 
43 picked Nicholas first, was 18 when she met 
16 second and four third. Hughes, then 43. 
Based on a 3-2-1 After a courtship that 
valuation, that gave her lasted a year, she said 
165 points, they were married by the 
Burka, who surren- master of a beat, char- 
dered her over-all world teredby Hughes, in Mexi -  
speed skating title in 1977 can waters west of San 
but came back within Diego. She said her 
weeks to win the sprint mother and Hughes's 
championship, received aide Noah Dietrich were 
21 firsts, 22 seconds and witnesses, but that the 
13 thirds for 12o points, 
and Kreiner got 18 firsts, 
10 seconds and 17 thirds 
that after eight hears, she 
left Hughes. 
WRITING BOOK 
Miss Moore, who was 
married three other 
times, now lives with her 
children in Brentweed, 
Calif., where she is 
writing her 
autobiography, which she 
said is mainly about 
Hughes. 
She is to appear as a 
witness in the court case 
in Las Vegas over 
Hughes's so-called Mer- 
man will. She said 
Ho.v~gh, es made only one 
donating his entire 
rtune to his medical 
institute. 
"I know the so-calied 
Mormon will is a fake," 
she said. "He only ever 
wrote one will--aM that 
directed all his money to 
his medical institute he 
dreamed of setting up. 
"That's all he ever 
talked about, even on our 
ship's log, the only legal wedding night. That was 
record of the marriage, his reason fur living. 
was later destroyed by "I think his real will 
winner of the poll after for 109points. Hughes. was destroyed by his 
Terraoe plans busy Reoreation Sohedule for Winter  capturing a gold medal in Fourth wRh 72 points Miss Moore said the aides. They gnardedhim the giant slalom at the was 15-yeer-old Karen marriage was,' legally night and day. Towards 
Winter Olympics. Keisall Of Surrey, B.C., recognized in California the end Howard was con- 
by Sharon Lough dividaual progress. This perienced og trainer and Black and White "Oh, darn it," were the Canadian woman andMexico, and that hey trolled by the people he 
Pro.~ram planning for program, offered Friday groomer, will begin Photography: is an in- Nicholas's first words gymnastics champion, were neverdivorced, but tried to help." 
the Wmter '78 session of afternoons, commences Wednesday, January troductury course on after landing at Dover, fifth with 68 was Debhie 
25th.This course which is basic and England, Sept. 8, having Brill Of Victoria who won , i 
made the round-trip in 19 a silver medal in the high 
hours, 55 minutes--10 jump at the World N O T I C E  
Student Games in 
January 20th. 
Tots on Ice: a very 
popular learn to skate 
program for pre- 
schoolers, will again be 
offered on Mondeys and 
Wednesdays, com- 
mencing January. 16th. 
Badminton: m a 
popular lifetime sport for 
people concerned with 
keeping mind and body 
alert and fit. Bandminton 
coach, Pat Kenny, will 
teach basics of bad- 
minton, Tuesday nights, 
commencing January 
17th. ' 
beginning cross 
country Siding: a course 
fbr al l  ages, which in- 
iroduces the how and 
when of waxing and all of 
the basic skills of cross 
country will he offered on 
Sundays, commencing 
safety: and enjoyment • 
during four short cross 
country skiing excursions 
into the surrounding area 
of Terrace. 
Basic Dog Obedience 
and Handling: taught by 
Sadie Mormon, an ex- 
for all dogs, purebred and 
otherwise, rams to teach 
your dug to respond to 
commands givanby ou. 
A Veterinarian and a 
ofessional groomer will 
guest speakers during 
two sessions of the 12 
week course. 
Guitar Magic I: will 
again he taught by Gwen 
Waldie. This is an in- 
troducductory course for 
beginners up to age 16, 
wlfich teaches the hasis of 
guitar playing through 
fun and enjoyable 
exercises combined with 
"sing-a-longs. Strummin, 
chording and tuning plus 
a variety of simple 
traditional and popular 
songs are included. 
guitar magic 11: is for 
the more advanced guitar 
not~.: Guitar, Magic- I 
occurs on Tuesdays, 4:00 
p.m.  - -  5:30 p.m. and 
Guitar Magic II occurs on 
Thursdays, 4:00 - -  5:30 
.m.;commencing 
nuary 17th and 19th 
respectively. 
camera 
darkroom techniques. 
Learn form ann expert, 
how to use your 35n~m 
camera to its full 
~ otential and how to evelop and print your 
own photographs. The 
course taught by John 
Dando, occurs Monday 
and Wednesday nights, 
7:00 to 0:'00 p.m. com. 
mencing January 17th. 
For further in- 
formation regarding 
these programmes, 
please ' contact the 
Recreation Program Co- 
ordinator, Sharon Lough, 
at 638-1177 or 638-1174. 
Registration for all of 
these programs will 
occur on January 14th, 
2:00 to 8:00 p.m. at the 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room. 
/ IntereSted .in .becomh~g 
,a. ~i f~ Pr0jecttonist ~or~. 
the,u~i~mi~g Filin~Serie~ 
for Young Peo]~le?? The 
first film showmg is the 
Little Prince on January 
Z0th. Interested persons 
should contact the 
Recreation Programme 
CoOrdinator at 638-1174 
hours and five minutes 
faster than the record set 
by John Erikson of the 
United States two years 
earlier. 
She was mildly u~et 
because her time on the 
crossing to the French 
coast was eight hours, 
minutes, just two minutes 
off the women's record of 
8:56 held by Wendy 
Brooke of England. 
PLANS RETURN 
She promptly turned 
around and swum back to 
England in 10 hours, 57 
minutes, well off her own 
France-to-England 
record of 9: 46. And before 
going to sleep she an- 
nounced she would return 
Bulgaria, and sixth with 
25 points was swimmer 
Becky Smith of Ed- 
monton who set a 
Canadian record of 
2:18.51 in the 200-metre 
individual medley. It was 
the year's third fastest 
time for the distance in 
the world. 
Others who received 
firstplace votes inc luded 
a number of athletes 
from Edmonton-- 
swimmers Shannon 
Smith and .Cheryl Gibson 
and world women's 
trapshooting champion 
Susan Nattress. 
1978 
BUSINESS LIOENGE 
INVOIOES 
Have now been mailed to all 1977 lie.need 
businesses, if your firm or business has not 
received an invoice contact the District of 
Terrace immediately• Anyone doing 
business within the Distr ict  of Terrace 
without a valid Iicenca is subiect to 
prosecution. 
Signed, 
There was also sup.port 
for two goners, T.G. Chesl~rman, 
professional Sandra Post, i ,.. Lice0_ ce.Oflicer. [I 
formerly o f  Oakville, ... 
Ont., and, anmteur | ~~ofTer r ,a lco / | , . - ,~  - . , " ' : 
cham~, lonCathySherko f  ~ ' " ~ " ~"  ' ~ . 
FonthiLl, Ont. 
Last Minute Briefs 
HOUSTON (AP) -- A 
man who says he Spent 
four days in a pawn shop 
attic after trying to 
burgle the establlslunent 
has turned himself in-- 
saying he was sick, 
hungry and thirsty, police 
say. 
Orlando Vasquez, 32, 
was found Monday. He 
was charged, with 
burglary and held in lieu 
of $5,000 bond, police 
said. 
Vasquez said he had 
been hiding since last 
Thursday night when 
three other men who 
helped him break into the 
building were  ap- 
prehended by police. 
CH--'~GO (AP) -- 
Police say the driver of a 
getaway car who fell 
asleep on the job when he 
should have heen step- 
ping on it foiled a $5,000 
service station holdup. 
Police said a squad car 
gave chase when two men 
escaped on foot after the 
heist Monday. 
When one of the bandits 
arrived at the getaway 
car, he found the driver 
asleep. The driver, 
rudely awakened, got 
scared and ran. 
The two bandits and the 
driver were arrested. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The 2,'500 electricians 
employed by British 
Columbia Hydro have 
voted in favor of a new 
twoyear contract, the 
International 
Brotherhood f Eleelrieal 
Workers said Tuesday. 
The agreement in- 
cludes a sixper-cent 
increase in the first year, 
retroactive to April 1, and 
the maximum allowable 
under federal anti- 
inflation board guidelines 
for next year. 
Hydro workers had 
threatened to strike but 
accepted an offer made 
by the company Nov. 25. 
ASH POSES THREAT 
JAKARTA (AP) - -  Ten 
thousand villagers in 
• .central Java have been 
evacuated tosafer areas 
because of the increasing 
threat of a lava ash 
deluge from the Scmeru 
volcano, the mass- 
circulation newspaper 
Kompns said Tuesday. 
Ashes have been seen 
moving down the volcano 
for the last two weeks but 
no deaths or injuries have 
been reported. 
ACCEPTED 
REFUGEES 
KUALA LUMPUR 
(AP) -- Homes have been 
found in Australia, the 
United States, France 
and the Netherlands for 
more than 75 per cent of 
the 4,-000 Vietnamese 
refugees in Malaysia, the 
re$ional UN high com- 
mmsioner for refugees, 
R. Sampathkumar, said 
Tuesday. 
WAS MEDICAL 
PIONEER 
IOWA CITY (AP) -- 
Dr. William Paul, in- 
venter of buffered aspirin 
ana protessor emeritus oz 
orthopedic surgery at the 
University of Iowa's 
College of Medicine, has 
died after a brief illness. 
He was W. 
. RECESS TALKS 
GENEVA (Reuter) -- 
The United States, Soviet 
Union and Britain 
recessed for one month 
Tuesday their talks 
aimed at drafting a 
treaty to ban all nuclear 
w~Dons tests. The dele- 
gatmns declined to 
disclose details of the 
discussions but con- 
ference sources aid they 
agreed to recess until 
Jan. lS. 
SWIMS AROUND 
POINT 
CAPE TOWN (Reuter) 
- -  Californian marathon 
swimmer Lynn Cox on 
Tuesday became the first 
person to swim the 
t 1"  
around Cape Point, the 
extremity of the Cape of 
Good Hope. She com- 
pleted the 16.kilometre 
(10-mile) swim from 
MacLear Beach, on the 
Atlantic side of the 
peninsula, to Buffels Bay 
m. three hours and two 
minutes. 
FAMILY KILI2ED 
AUBURN, N.Y. (AP) 
- -  A family of four died 
early Tuesday in a fire 
that damaged three of 
four apartments in a 
wocd-frame structure. 
Other residents of the 
building escaped after 
Joseph Seneca, a milk- 
man about to begin his 
daily roimds, noticed the 
fire. and warned them. 
• But the occupants of the 
third-floor apartment. 
could not escape. The vic- 
tims were identified as 
Leo Mander Jr ,  25; his 
wife, Debra, 23; their 
daughter, Terri, 3, and 
son, Michael, 1, 
authorities said. 
PLAN FLIGHTS 
TOKYO (Reuter) -- 
Japan Air Lines (JAL) 
plans to operate flights to 
Rio de Janeiro via New 
York starting next June, 
pending the outcome of 
talks with the counlries 
concerned, a spokesman 
said today. 
NEW PRESIDENT 
NEW HAVEN, Conn. 
(AP) -- Yale professor A. 
Bartlett Giamatti has 
been appointed president 
of Yale University it was 
announced Tuesday. At 
• 39, he will be Yale's 
youngest-ever ~resident. 
Of Italian hentage, he 
also is the first to break 
the school's Anglo-Saxon 
tradition. He will of- 
ficially assume the 
presidency July I. 
CELEBRATIONS 
STOPPED 
On Christmas Eve of 
1972, the city of Managua, 
Nicaragua, was struck by 
an earthquake that 
levelled 40,000 of its 73,000 
homes. 
. ( *  . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  * 
But 
It Is True 
ALBANY,  N.Y .  (AP) - -  
A 19-year-old woman 
from suburban Colonie 
has been sentenced totwo 
~ ars probation for em- zzling money from the 
hank where she worked. 
The confessed em- 
bezzler will get the 
money to repay the bank 
from a loan at The First 
National Bank of Scotia, 
where the embezzlment 
occurred. 
U.S, District Judge 
James Foley said 
Monday he found the 
arrangement unusual, 
but accepted it. Wendy 
Westfall had pleaded 
guilty to taking $2,130 
from the hank between 
February and August of 
last year. 
She is to pay back the 
bank in monthly, $61 
installments for four 
years. That comes to $2,- 
928, including interest. 
COLUMBUS, Ohio 
(AP) -- Dumpsters, 
which are bulky garbage 
containers, have been 
disappearing ~ here so 
often that police have 
named dumpster thefts 
their Crime of the Week. 
That qualifies the thefts 
for a local program 
called Crime Solvers 
Anonymous, in which 
anyone who calls in a tip 
that leads to an arrest 
and indictment gets a 
$1,000 reward. 
The dumpsters, some 
loaded with garbage, 
began disappearing late 
last summer, mainly 
from businesses and 
apartment blocks. 
Detective Cal Holt now 
has at least 15 to 20 
dumpster theft reports on 
his desk. He estimates 
the total value of the 
missing dumpsters at 
$12,000. 
What do you do with a 
hot dumpster? Sand blast 
it, repaint i and ship it to 
another par t  of the 
country, Holt said. 
"There are markets all 
over," he said. "The 
trash business is very 
competitive," and people 
are always looking for 
ways to cut costs. 
in 1978. 
More than 100 spo~s 
writers and sportscasters 
pa~rtlcipated in the annu~ 
poll, first held in 1~3. and 
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CP takeover 
a "Ripoff'? 
Last Monday B.D. Margetts, general manager 
of Canadian Pacific Rail's coastal operation was 
in town to discuss Implications of CP Rail's 
takeover of Northland Navigatlon's BC coastal 
service. 
Throughout he interview, with the combined 
ass istance from CP's public relations 
representative Charles B. Gordon the editorial 
department of the Terrace HERALD was given 
repeated  assurance that "no immediate 
noticeable changes are indicated." 
Now remember the date of this interview, for 
the date is important. The date was Monday 
December  19th. 
.The day before, while this editor was in 
Kit/mat, rumbllngs of the takeover were already 
in evidence.  Employees of Northlan 
Navigation there were said to be worried about 
their loss of Jobs. There for we made certain to 
raise the issue of job security. However 
Margetts brushed it aside as though, while there 
might be some minor changes no IMMEDIATE 
changes were anticipated. 
He (and his public relations officer) would not 
commit hemselves to an outright declaration of 
job security for present employees of Northland 
Navigation (which eould easily, one would 
imagine, have been included In the takeover 
package deal.) 
Margetts kept emphasizing the long time 
benefits the aH.under-eoe-eorperatlou-olPeration 
would bring to British Columbia and how It 
would enable CP to go after the big competition 
for coastal and Inland trade. 
Wednesday the news hroke that shed quite a 
different fight on Monday's visit from CP Rail, 
however. It seems that the Thursday before the 
visit, between 25 and 30 employees of Northland 
Navigatiou-(a number of whom had been em- 
ployed with Northland for 20 years or so,received 
notices they will be LAID OFF AFTER 
JANUARY 1st. 
To find out the faets of this dierepaney in the 
public relations visit from CP Manager of 
Coastal operations, B.D.Margetts, we phoned" 
him Immedlately (Wednesdaymorning) to see ff 
he would deny the layoff notices had gone out. 
Unperturbed by our call, Margetts assured us 
that CP Rail had been promised by Northland 
that Northland would compensate those era- 
Law reforms 
By JUDY 
CREIGHTON 
CP Family Editor 
Family law reform. 
legislation, undoubtedly 
the key issue for most 
provincial status of 
women councils, ex- 
perienced both progress 
and setbacks in 1977. 
In Ontario, the 
provincial legislature 
mtroduced and gave 
second reading to a bill 
giving legal status to the 
economic and social 
partnership of marriage 
andrecogniz ing the 
contribution of the 
woman who works in the 
home. 
That bill probahly will 
become law next spring 
because there is all-party 
agreement in the 
legislature on all aspects 
of the family prope~ertvy 
law bill, said Lynne 
Gordon, chairman of the 
Ontario status of women 
council. 
The Manitoba action 
committee on the status 
of women, headed by 
Curule Swan, had as its 
main occupation during 
1977, a contribution 
towards the former NDP 
~egisOVernment's family law 
lation. 
But in October, when 
Sterling Lyon's 
Progressive Con- 
sorvatives gained power, 
action on two family law 
bills proposed by the 
NDP was postponed. 
Under the bills, family 
assets would he equally 
owned and spouses would 
normally have.equal  
claim on commercial s- 
sets when a marriage 
broke up. ~ 
Maintenance awards 
would be made on the 
basis of need, regardless 
of which spouse was 
responsible for the failure 
of the marriage. 
BILL UNDER STUDY 
"We hope it will be 
brought back to the house 
in the spring, although 
there is no guarantee it
will," sa id  Barbara 
Currie, president of the 
P.E.I. advisory couneil 
on the status of women. 
In .Alberta, the 
government introduced 
matrimonial property 
legislation but allowed it 
to die on the order paper 
during the fall sitting. 
Merry Cbeilas, 
chairman of the steering 
committee for the 
Alberta status of women 
action committee, said 
the bill will be rein- 
troduced next spring 
after public discussion 
but that the general 
feeling is that the Alberta 
vernment is "rather 
ckward in the area of 
women's rights." 
Unified family court 
legislation is on the order 
paper in the Saskat- 
chewan legislature. 
Agnes Vavidson of 
Regina, spokesman for 
the Saskatchewan status 
of women action com- 
mittee, said the com- 
mittee hopes the 
Matrimonial Homes Act 
will be introduced in the 
legislature in the spring. 
OTHER MEASURES 
SOUGHT 
Councils, advisory 
groups and action 
committees across Can- 
ada have spent he year 
working on other 
measures to improve the 
quality of women's and 
family life. . 
The latest cheeks in 
other jurisdictions show: 
Newfoundland: Bar- 
bers Roberts, chairman 
of the status of women 
council, set up in 1972, 
said that because of 
complaints that .  no 
women were being ap- 
pointed , to important 
boards and commissions, 
ployees being axed (our term for the layoffs, not In Prince Edward names were submitted to 
his) in the takeover. Island a family law Premier Fra.ni~. Moo~s. 
We then phoned the spokesman for Northland r efo.nn.~.b~h, was. ~ ~ Hetna~s~d 2fhatunhe 
Navigation to ask him about he compensation. ,o.;o~o, . . . .  ~oot =m.ino mmlified women to an- 
The spokesman- a lengtime empinyeo;:eeemedb "~ind is' c~renl ly  in the p0mtto boards or corn, 
audibly dioved-at.tl/e change i~eli'eumstaneos,;. 'hands of:h committee; ' missions. . . . .  ' 
Only I0 employees in Vancouver, 3 er 4 in . . . .  
Kitimat and one in Prince Rupert will remain, of 
the  Northland staff. Yes, Northland would "r '~.  11  ~1 " r~ _ 
compensate everyone in one way or another, l~ l l lV  ] ;n f~ 1)Og" 
with some financial reward for their years of . . . .  o ,  . . . . . .  ¢;7 
service,- he said. But how do you compensate a . . . . . . . .  "~-  "CP" "" - v,q_m;uuvtm t ~ -- non nourne was 
person for their job? The spokesman impfled the A man was sete ~taln~In~ and hounded ._ . . . . . . . . . . .  n__need to a . . . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . .  
number being laid off was more than they had year in jail Tuesday on nest him between two 
been given to expeeted by CP. The amonnt of ]he evide-nee of a dog. , houses. Then he flushed 
staff layoffs was, he said, "Not quite what we Police dog Billy didn t suspect Edward Kenneth 
had expected. We had anticipated many more of take the witness stand Parker, 23, out of some 
our employees would go over to CP and be alp and give evidence but bushes. 
Constable Art Clarke, Although Parker had 
sorhed in their staff than has eecured." who gave Billy's evidence broken into the com- 
Our comment is as follows: Perhaps $400,000 for him, said: "Without reunify centre, he didn't 
or so a year in salaries will be saved by the firing Billy we wouldn't have take anything so there 
of 30 or so longterm and senior operating and had a case." was nothing to fie him to 
management personnel of Northland by CP's Not only did Billy catch the crime--except Billy's 
takeover. This is covered by the euphemism the burglar, he linked nose. 
"streamlining of personnel." However, this him to the crime. At Clarke's command, 
Billy with Clarke, his Billy followed Parker's 
amount- large to those whose loss of a job it handier, and Constable trail down a back lane 
represents- willbeinsigul~eant to the company; John Honeybourne an- and between houses 
undoubtedly much of it will go into raise of swereda call to an early- where Billy found the 
exe~eutives salaries whose Jobs have become morning break-in at a man's coat. 
more "important" by the takeover. The total community centre last Billy later found two 
amount would probably not cover the annual June. Billy picked up a socks Parker had used 
"cost of Hying" increase in CP Rail 's executive scent inside the centre for gloves to avoid 
and led Clarke to a door leaving fingerprints. 
salaries. 
What a thoughtless, ill timed, bad-for-public- that had been forced Further along the chase 
open. route the dog found a 
relations-corporate (and Public) image this Meanwhile, outside, crowbar dropped by 
Honeybourne saw a man Parker. gives us of the giant company--and todo this Just running from the centre. Billy had backtraeked 
before Christmas! 
Worse. We are also informed that whet:us He gave chase but the along the samepath  
Northland's head office is in Vancouver-in man escaped after drop- Honeybourne had taken 
ping something heavy, in chasing the suspect 
British Coinmbia-CP's head office is in Mort- FLUSHED OUT and linked Parker with 
treal. That themnulcutions, instead of being SUSPECT the break-in. 
directed from Vancouver will now almost en- During the chase, Parker was sentenced 
tirely be directed from Mentreal. That most ef Honeybourne caught only by Judge Jack McGivern 
the accounting, bookkeeping and other traffic ' fleeting glimpses of the in provmcial dourt to one 
and correspondence previously dealt with suspect. When Billy and year for the b~eak-in and 
through and in Vancouver will now be fed by a Clarke emerged from the 30 days for '~o~session f 
community centre, Billy housebreaki&~ in- " 
very tiny staff to Montreal, by computer, ran straight for where, struments. 
Why? The answer given is thatall operations 
of CP -Including the BC coastal operations wm be 
"centralized" (get that word? Centrealised?)in Losers  and  f inders  
Montreal. -this would appear to us as being a LA MESA, Calif. (AP) but Mrs. Ramser said; 
ease-when it comes to better coastal community --The joy of Christmas i  "To us, that is like say~g 
servlces."There goes the neightbourheed"-over, a scruffy striped cat to the parents of a kid- 
to Quebec. Canada's business centralized in named Laura who means napped child, 'Don't 
Montreal? Says something, doesn't it? "everything in the worry, we will give you 
It appears te this editor, at least, that we in world"to her owners and another child."' 
$1,000 to two couples who True to a tip from a Los Northern B.C. are once more at the mercy of a found her. Angeles woman that the 
giant Mentreal.based takeover. Shirley and Bill cat probably was hiding 
The first visible act of this takeover has been Ramsor have no children, near the Ramsers' home, 
the firing of 25 to 30 regular employees. When their pet ran away she was found Tuesday 
Wheras this high conglomerate F_,staeru.bnsed the.y offered their life night in an empty garage 
company is talking about developing our nor- sawngs to get her back. of an apartment corn- 
them potential, ate., what it is really after is te Posters proclaiming a plex--buet .not by the 
grabas much as ltcanTthe$10hill ioudollargns $1,000 reward were ttamsers/ 
.pipeline traffic most of which is to be hauled distributed throughout The finders--Mr, and 
this San Diego suburb. Mrs. R.G. Bell and Mr. 
along the B.C. coast and immediate interior. For 10 days thepublicity and Mrs. E.G. Bays--all 
That CP Rail coastal eperatlous is only in- produced hundreds of face major medical 
terested in coming north to eream off this phone calls but no cat. expenses and will receive 
their reward today, said lucrative pipeline haulage trade ( the money for The Ramsers put their 
which will an be funnelled through its Montreal money in a special fund Neat. 
and hired lawyer W.B. "We're just glad to 
headquatres) meanwhile leaving the little Neal to handle the bare her back; she's our 
companies (that have struggled all these star- matter, baby," said Ramser. "It 
cation years for enough hnsinoss to keep them Dozens of cats were will be agood Christmas 
aflett)-out in the cold. offered to replace Laura, now, good for everyone." 
_ . . . . . i . ' : . . :  
- : , "  : 
: ' i  '~ ' i  
"'She was driving, officer!" 
i t .  
His own war of indepe,vLdence 
ByCHARLF.~ "There is more at stake minds of Puerto Rieans in attacked Congress is 
ROBERTS than just us as in- munyways." free. Andreas Corderro 
• MARION, m. (AP) -- dividuals," he says, The congressional was released Oct. 6 from 
Raphael Cancel Miranda speaking Of himself and shootout, he said, was the" penit__qen.tiary at 
is an agin[g soldier in a three others jailed after defensive. Springheld,-Mo., because 
Puerto Rican war of be has cancer. the shootings. "We had been at- 
independence who has "We don't recognize tacked. We did not come Miranda is serving an 
.silent more than half his the legality of the United here to invade the United 81-year sentence and 
life in federal prison. States government over States. They sent troops could be behind bars until 
On March 1, 1954, Puerto Rico. We know there to invade us." age 104--"if I live that 
Miranda scattered they have power ... but But was the sacrifice of lon~." Miranda is 
ballets into the wali of the power is not the same as half a lifetime worth it? duties, partly by choice. U.S. House of having authority?' assigned to menial 
Representatives. Five SEES BENEFIT "I worked in the dining 
congressmen were in- WON'T SIGN "It is worth it. I'm not room for a while," he 
jured. .He said that signing the judging it by what has said.."NowI'm, working 
• . . clemency papers would happened to me but for in me eeucation us- 
Miranda, now 47,. has m e~. that %re are. ac- what good I've done to .pertinent. Sw..eeping up. I 
spent ~. ye~s m prisons, ce~ .t~g t~_.t, authority." my people. This struggle ct.on.'t; want~ mgner, mnn 
at meawaz, t,eavenworth: .:.:Pmrm Rico :uccame a, ,is th~main~;thin~:in ,my .,4aat. ~ ^  ,,,~ ,,.~,,,~; t~, 
and now the.. m.aximmn- U.S. conunon~e~l.th m life.' Individually~ ; ,: it s ~, Inthe:qmet.t~nes?~.~r~ 
security facility nero. 1952 upon a vote of the been a high price, me hoers are clean in me 
Lawyers bolieve it need people but Miranda in- "Today, the people in education department, 
not be that way. and ~y. sists American interests Puerto Rico and many Mir.anda paid, "I read. 
Miranua prooamy coma naveremainea m-rely in other people who are wrimamttomytamily. 
receive ofemency and his control .  ~ fighting for national have two children, four 
freedom if he would He says 17 per cent of liberation see in us a grandchildren, a wife, 
admit his attack was Puerto Riean land "has s]/mbol of a system--a sister, family, friends. I 
wrong and would accept military bases of the hght - - fo r  national spend most of the time 
conditions for his release. United States. They con- liberation." writing. I spend most of 
But Miranda refuses, trol the lives and the One of the four who the time in the cell." 
Thornhill needs pied piper 
Some Themhill "sew'i huge beady little to damp their garabe b~ AREA DON'T WANT TO 
residents are being eyes staring at them," the roadside, making tt USE IT BECAUSE OF 
troubled by rats caused Baker said. even more difficult to THE KIDS AND DOGS 
by messy neighbors and The neighbor shot the control the rats. AROUND. 
careless litterbugs, rat with a pellet gun. A group of residents in The solution instead is 
Maureen Baker, who Baker told of other the Kirby Road area got to educate people into 
until, recently lived on evidence of rat in- together and protested beingmore conscientious 
Kirby Road, said the rats festation i  the area, such their situation to the about taking their gar- 
became a problem when as the man who found the Pollution Control Board,. bage to the dump. 
garbage began piling up wires of his truck chewed but received little The regional district 
at a neighboring trailer through and strange astifaction, Baker said. could help in this repseet 
which had been vacated, noises from underneath The PCB did notify the by opening the Thornhill 
"The dogs got at the trailers. She found two owners of the vacted dump free once or twice a 
garabeundjustscattered doadrats near her while trailer and told tsm to week, Baker suggested. 
i t  helter-skelter," she she lived on Kirby. cleanupthemess, butthe Baker also feels that 
said. • Baker has no idea garabe is still sitting Thornhillshouldlget some 
Since then residents in where the rats could have under the snow. restrictions so thin type of 
nearby trailers have been come from, but she is ' situation did not rage- 
suffering from bother sure the scatttered The rats haven't been curt, especially since a 
some vermin which are i~arabeattracted hem to quite as much of a new subdivision is being 
gettingunder trailers and me area. nuisence since the cold looked at for ThornhilL 
into chimneys. The presence of rats wheatherhit, Baker said, "We should clean up 
Baker recalled one was perhaps made more but she is particularly what we already have," 
frighteniug story was told apparent around the concerned with getting she advised. 
to her by one of her neig~h-- trailers, she said,, the garbage cleaned up Baker has since moved 
bore of a rat which had because it is easier for before springtime comes to another street in 
apparently climbed into them to get protection and the rate begin their Thornhill, but ~ nor far 
the chinmey to get warm, under a trailer tham breediugseason, from Kirby Road, andshe 
but had fallen into the under a home. ~ The PCB did tell the is concerenced with 
chimney and gotten The problem is com- residents they could use getting the whole area 
stuck, plicated by people poisen on the rats, but cleaned up so that people 
The neighbors looked driving along the roads BAKER SAID THE don't have to put with the 
into the chimney and inThornhlll offer feel free PEOPLE IN THAT potential dangers of rats. 
Banned 
Mohammed film ---4'T ,RI ACF, 
TORONTO tCP) -- Mohemmedisnotshowfi 1 d ly her  
agreed to demands by the on thescreen, his voice is 
Moslem community in heard. General Office 6~.6357 Published by 
this city and will cancel Khan said the film, showings of the $18, starring Anthony. Quinn, Circulation - 635-6357 Sterling Publishers 
million film Mohammed, has been banneo in 45 
Messenger of God, a Moslem countries, t 
Moslem community A spokesman for the movie's Canadian PUBLISHER...  W.R. (BILL) LOISELLE leader said Tuesday. Aslam Khan, a leader distributors, Astral Films EDITOR ... ERNEST SENIOR 
In" Toronto's 150,@00- Ltd., said that hopefully 
member Moslem corn- the movies will be shown Published every weekday at 3212 Kelum St., Terrace, 
munity, said violence in other Canadian cities. B.C. AmemberofVarlfledClrculetlon. Authorlzedas 
might have been possible The movie was briefly second class mall. Registration umber 1201. Postage 
if the Hollywood-made kept off the screens in the paid in cash, return postage guaranteed. 
film was shown. United States last March 
The film, which to meet demands by a NOTE OF COPYRIGHT 
• 'dramatizes the life of the groupof Moslems holding 
135 hostages in Wash- The Herald retains full, complete and sole copyright Moslem prophet 
Mohammed, violates ington. In any advertisement produced and.or any editorial or 
Moslem religious beliefs, The hostages were photographic content publlshod In the Herald. 
Khan said. ~Jthou~h the later freed without in- Reproduction Is not permitted without the written 
face of the actor playing jury. permission of the Publisher. , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! . . . . . .  
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Terrace Reds goalie Roy WHL game at Kit imat Reds dropped an 8-7 
Garb kicks out to make a last Tuesday, Garb decision to the hometown 
]eg save during a PN- managed 35 saves but the Winter Hawks. 
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Commercial 
hockey news 
Ik)ttom plm'~ Sk~Pna I l.tel (.tmle up wlth. win and u 
t ie to Ughton up the Ii+agnP .tnndlnlP, nml nmkP Ihingm 
more trite.renting fla" the fan,. All. lennln ~m b~ have 
recovered fnm, tbelr InJurl~ aml ha'k of plny~,rs m,d 
from the ncthm (m eht lee thln Imnt w~ek fnnn nhnuhl lw. 
looking forward to ramie excltllili gmfi~.n Wlw.n tlm. 
league commence, plny In the. New */ear. 
Totem Ford conllnue to Inerea~. their.hold t,d flrst 
laee wllh another wln on Momlay nlght. 11ze Totern 
ord team were lead by a 4 goal eHnrt from Item~ 
Miehaud to take n 7 to 4 victory ,vt,r McKwnn M+~tor~. 
Second place McFwnn Motors a re  hnvlng their 
troubles at the moment dropping a 6 b~ 2 game tm 
Thursday night to in,t place Skeeruz llotel. In that 
game leaguc goal getter Dave Sharpe slammed Imme 
4 goa. I ,  to regnin mile pmmeuion ,~.d' f lrst place In the. 
scoring race. On Menduy night (,. & A. and ~eena 
l lotelplayed to a 7-7 tle wlth Itareld ('ox of G. & A. 
recording his second "flat Trlck*' of the neamm. 
The Totem Ford ('ammerclal All Stars-nkated 
circles around a very poor showing from Prlnce 
Rupert In ,~turday night's exhlbltlon game. The 
Terrace  COMMCEI tC IAL  League has a lwayn 
managed to field a stron All Star Team and this year in 
no exeeptlon. Fan. can look forward to thls golng all 
the w_a x in the Jaycenn tourmment In the spring. 
Don t forget commercial action resumes on 
Thursday, Jan. 5 when Totem Ford faces off against 
G. & A. at 10 p.m. Until them Merry Clzristmas to all 
our fans. Thanks for you support and hope to see all 
out. in January. 
I~ague Standing 
Team 
Totem Ford 
MeEwan Motora 
G .&A.  
Skeena Hotel 
G W L T P 
14 11 3022 
15 6 7 2 14 
1~ $ 6 3 13 
15 4 10 1 9 
( 'zechs 
l)r()t,+:st 
I ' ltA¢;I ;F; tA1% 
r :Z,,,.I.,~lrtve k ie'.q i¢~ 
,ml KI,rlnr~ •mill prr~'~l 
with' Ih~,ir t, xhibition tlmr 
of • N, l ionn l '  11r~'k~.y 
hr,.g,, .  ,'ilJ~+,~ IrY~.ri I'| 
f¢+rn,,.r r:z~+.ht~lowkinn 
n. l imml Vm.lnv , 
N,*dr,r,t,r,~ky pl,y~ ri~r 
• l~.Ir~+il. It, d Wing~..a 
trl,:,~tir,g cd tl'~. 
Cz,:rh~mlow, k lee ll¢~:k,~ 
[r l  ed, .  d n .o 
l . d ,y  
"11,,; federation h~d 
Is,,:n given until no+m 
Ix~h,y to reply to ~n 
ultimatum isnued by Nil/, 
pre,~irlent .Irthn Zi~l l~r 
regarding nn eigM;garne 
~,xhildtion .q~.ries I~twee.n 
N111, club~ and the. two 
Czc, H~mlrwa klan ~aw.i~. 
l l i P  CT~:cht~lovakians 
had prote~ted again.qt 
having to play against the. 
Red Winl/,.,~ with 
Nedr~nansky in the, 
lim;u,p. 
A (,z,~htmlovak 
federation official said 
b'~Ja~, a decixion to in. 
tenslfy contacts t~tween 
NI l i .  and CzechcJ~lovak 
+lee h~¢key had Mm, n 
made • in O¢toP~.r . and 
there was no reason t~ 
S • " 
because+ of cme or two 
players who were not 
under any suspensions by 
the International Ice 
i lockey FederaUon~ 
Nedomansky,33, 
defected in 1974 and 
played in the World 
Hockey Association until 
he was traded.earlier this 
Scoring Pace: 
Winter Hawks victory Kit'mat ice Name Testa GA P on 1 Dave sherpe  Skesna Hole] 24 11 35 ~sen to the NHL Red " # : 
By Dave Hamilton lead.but referee Currell glove. Ron "Egan a]so and Gibbon slid the puck Three minut+s later ,..Dick Sh.--md.e.., . "roam Fad  .13 .12 25 ~ i i~rauouTa i~ '~ ~m~ .: 
• W W . . . . . .  ~u  .~muu -J,o~m 1"01"13 1~ IU ~-4 • . a , , : o tSallo ed the goa l  dre an assist, under the sprawhng Pawhek picked up hm Tom Fa . . . .  ,~ .~. . - -~ . .~  . . . . .  another defector whose "+ 
The Terraee Reds set a uur re l l  had signalled d A minute later, aLthe goaitender. _ . .  sec. o.nd of the game a .d  S~eve ])"ill"a"l~mmoh MeEwa~omto~l.~ul0 ~ '~ ,'~ name was also menUoned ": 
p,t.lrlo 1~nHhwest goa] but after confernng 9"40 marK, uwen set up The Reds came oacK tO wnat proveo m oe me - - "  , " "" in the controvers . was . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  e . . . . .  SPan James 1'otem F0rd 6 13 19 . Y .. M--z,,,, ~ ,~, ,o  , .~ w~Lh the ~oal judg,  he RouMinakeronthe~oal  hfe and two minutes later winner as  the Hawks ~.o,Z,~,n.~, , ,  , -~  . . . . . . .  , , . ,  , ,  ., ,o not remstered as an NHL + 
w,,,+,,,.,a,,, ,;,,h, h changed his mind. Reds crease  and Mmaker Tim Kolner picked up h~s .cashed m on a three-on- u....~a n^. t. , _ ,  . . . .  nlaver Ta,cnar. nrenertv . . , . . . .w . . . j  ...~... w..en . . . . , , .w . .~A ~r o+ m ~ o ,o r , • • .- - 
• h,, ,  ~,.m-,~l ,fmP nnl~ Frenette. commenting on ]'nn~d the nuck hv Garb first of two. Frenette and one breakaway. Owen " " of Philadelohia F;]'yers. 
r,,,,,.~,,,,,,a~,~rn;nv 'rh~ thedzspute, sazd thatthe whn was cauoht out of Legeuffeeombmedtoset took the mdm] shot and, eurrenUy is ola~imz in the = 
;'~"--~'~'~'~"~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +''t'"~%~;ho . . . .  goal-tenders stick was in nn~'tit o.n " up_ Kolner at the point and. with Garb. down. and out, " "" minors l'eagues. - ~.~ 
l~w,~V~. =,~ Ihev had a ' the net when he stopped . . . . . . .  his hard shot beat May. Pawhck fmred the PH !"11 t711"111 PT"~ f l  !1" t  D]P ' I  ~L .. 
;'ec'ond" ;e i '~o~ ]a.se the puck .  ~,.u.~l~eP,,c~'~zwerio.,z+= A minute and a half rebo~d into the almost . i .  IAv~F~ . I . I . / I ,4 / ,  • IVl+lVl # I/%+,I Ix I+,+ _ , • 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  em c net anddrop~d. . . .an . 8-7 "The goal judge increase(i't~ lead'to 4"-2 !ater Frenette.pick.ed. up PY ' : Spor ts  news  :" 
oectmonm me,name!own .... cou]dn t seethe aoa] line as Trevor '"-Sap.dherir ~ _ms secono;.o.z_me..mgnt..:..~,.., .; .~ .=, . . .  ; +..._.. ~ ,p=, , , ,e ,~ ,~=,~,  ,.,..,.,__ ,-, . . . . .  . I_ , , .  . . . . . .  : ,. • ...... +~+ 
Kit|rant Win~r  Hawk.~ ~'a~_ . . . .  ,~-,-,~,-~-:t--,,-~.-~ .+-_.:~=~-~,+~.~,~,-,,_,.~,,+L~.O~feler~,UO~lZrane+at+ '~ -The  r .eos - laS~ goa l ,  +-~Jmm+=~,=,i,,~" rrmm.'~u-~Urll,+o©m; " ' + . .:- ," . . . '  : '  -"-" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  'nq2~"ll;ill~U riUPA.ylur~ilI~.I~i>II.Ull;R; I~Oi]VI~]rlLIL~"I~I" 11,0]] 'WaKl[a .:'..- o • - • ' -  -': - - ' . . . . . .  - - "  •;- - - "  '- ' D ' - - '+ ' '~e  - ' 27 "98 ~ i l . ,Zno m Pll~nl~lli AIII,~IIH ++ . . . . .  , l~ ,  . I , ,~ . ie l .~z4k- "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The'liamez+'~+L +,; '" t ql ~m='+{K=,,,,,4,s~ h" ' " "  . . . . .  ' ,  " . . . .  :~ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  U te  in!WhO llrecra mot. :~.came at one lq:+u mm'K. ,~,~,~,-+,. - , , • .-.+..-.,-..~.-:,. . . . . . .  . , . - . - . ,  - ~]., . . . .  _.._ ,~, . . . .  ,== a,;fIp • _ . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ msVtew, pass + Io complete a two- ...' .I~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ . . . .  . . . . . .  ~.,..,, • vs ~irme l.ieoroe Blazers J.U UXX . 
paceo, nardhJttmgal la l r  he said, ' " " on-one break At this 4Vt~ly illaUlc I, IIi~ ]~UYe +IilU aa r .©.+tm *~m.V++~-'~ o ." 
as each team managed 43 -- . . . point the Hawks were came out to cover up but his hat trick. Matheson TUESDAY DEC 2' I p.m; Terrace Esso vs ~: 
shots on ~oa] and oicked £nis dispute cause, an ' -k in"  '~'-~ - ' - . .  "^ "-^ missed the puck, madea good play to keep ,, _ ,  , , ,___ '__ ;T': . '  " Smithets _ _ M[CHAEL$ AT F IRST ;: 
+" "- • " " ~ "'© v '° l  ,v .,© . • . . . , z , .  . ,=+- , - .~ . .w . ,  2"30 m "rerrace ~ s • • • , + tm 23 minutes in tuna]ties obvzous sag m the Reds - ,~  o,,a r . . . . .  , ,i,,+,,, Frenette picked u the the puck m the Hawks . • . . . .  • ,  _ . P NEVi ~OP,~ ,AP - -  .. - . - .  .- . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . .  e, . . . . . . .  P . River vs Tu~ace Esso v ~ imac  u, omr  Re ' • - 
denng the course of the and ~e Hawks took into mistakes.' ,4~ m+, loose puck and swooped zone and fed a pass. to ,n'~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , , ,  ,1,,,,.,.o,,,, z+,,,.,~z,, . s  _ .  e ~u- y rc" vs pa Gene .Mtc.hae]s was +..- 
game aavantage . .at some 12..1~ ,,,°,4, ,ha Uo,,,z,= m front to tie the seore. Legouffe. ~zneeswepcm ._  w, ; - - , , ,  e+,,.~,,, . ~_p.m. r r lnc  . .  1~ namedfu'st-base¢oacnoz . 
r + ' . * v , , , ran  , s~.  I l k .no  " VO J~ l~ l luz¢ l i *  " I~IlCUI~kI~ wer " " -. H wever the event was TerracemmtaKes, • .....~. - .~ . . - , . - - -  ,,r . . . .  r v;,;,,,,,, . . . .  ~,,,,b ,,, front of the net and slid a ,n . . . .  o.~...o e_~,.~, Terrace "|win It - New ~/ork ~/ankeos on 
e • . . M J~o OM¥Ol ILO~I~ v l  Vl lq~ V~I IML l l l l gb  q~.lillll~i+ I.~IGI~I.I~ + ,IkV ([~IiI~I Jl. lill~l~li~ USV&~W . " . . . ene scormgfour hines in four . . . . .  backhand to Frenette _ , . 5.50 p.m. k'rlnce ~ e Mondax. re laem Bobb+ marred by an ugly sc . . . .  these mtstakas as Owens score twzce m the last . . . . . . . . .  Blazers vs Kttimat , . . . . . .  "" ' - - -c  ~narr~ - "- p) ~ m . • ' minutes • ' • • • wno nrea a quteK San[ oy a,=u+ v= m.., , ,a L'ox wno nas ~ecome : outside the Reds dressing " '.+ pinked up a ]oose pack three minutes and took a May Rotary Reps • . man~er  of ~danta ,: 
room after the game. Scott Marloau started it and fed Ken Pawliek who 74 lead into the dressing ' II:30 a.m. Pdnee George " ' '~DA¥ DEC 29- - "" . . . . . .  " . --  - 
Winter Hawks,defensm.an off with a strong,wr ist  was breaking up the right room. Reds mistakes With two and a half Jets vs SmithePs pL~?/~S , .  : , ura~.~. ,~z+zenae!.,s. ~ ,~ :. 
lanMcLe]lanowe.nz, after, shot, after receiving ::a .side. Paw]iek slid the allowed McLelland and minutesremaining lp.m. Prince Rupert vs ~.~v.ea ..~o .~,, to~ -
..Reds Dave Wake z]elo ana pass from, Lee Mar]eaU puck over to Harry Owens to tal]y before the Mc.Lelland performed.his Terrace Esso  • m zm.sa'au~.e _a~is,za..n! o .+ 
me two naa z.o De puueo past Garb s outstretched Gibbon in front of Garb final whistle animal aet, coming 2"30 p m Terrace Twin ., . , -~ .~.~ vw,.~v, ~'mzp: +~ 
' • , a m :team one ~s Steinorenner ta~ ~ea~on. 
~ng,  m~i°thn~eC;':~ . fl.~i1~n e in~e s th?y ; rOc~ ~it~.hi~wo~he~ka~;Sfa°! 4R i ; :  vsTe~ir~m.~tpeSphesr ~ 8~..e~m ,~+t . .  am two,  played ,hot!stop for ,he  
+ ' nduet . y I$ , " , ' : " : a . .  Te 'S American League :; ~me m]~,,or ,~  o ,o .  ~ ~ but couldn t manage to Coach Red L Estrange Pri'nce George Blazers Team seven t~,~-m~h=~tt ,,I,h from q~l • 
w,,o,-,~o ,-,- ..'~ - . . . .  " , . • ' . , ,, "50 m ~'rmce ~,~eo e • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t~  .. score untd the 6.43 mark cou]dn t see how the he]] ~. p . .  r~ , . • - . 10 a.m. Team three ~s threu h 19,4 . eat]on MeLel]and had ta g ' when Ko]ner scored his the referee could miss Jets vs Kttimat R 0 ry Teams ix t'.S. TAK~:$ L.EAL) ::; 
Hawks goon 
twice, during the course 
ofthegame, taken swings l o s e s  c o o l  se¢ond o f thegameaf tor  something l ike that . .  PePS l l :50a.m. Team fourvs ADEL,[DI.'+, Australia ++ 
at Terrace fans with his Legouffe won a face off in Especially the second one 7 p.m.  Smithers vs Team five tReuter+ -- Ro~:~e 
stick, the Kitimat end. when the play was Prince Rupert ~- p.m. Winner 7 a.m. Tanner and Vtza~ :: 
Lance Legouffe and Art Two miniutes later the stopped for a faeeoff. 8:30 p.m. Terrace Esso ... 
Grenette led the way for By Dave Hamilton' Reds dosed the gap to Theseguys (the referees) vs Kitimat Sharks 
one as Doug Matheson get words everytime we '~ 
come into this building." :'" 
Kit imat Wintez + Hawks 
defenceman and self- 
acc la imed go,n,  lan 
McLe]land took a page 
out of the Philadelphia 
Flyers 'rough stuff', book 
]ast Tuesday night as he 
twice swung his stick as 
Terrace fans during a 
PNWHL game • in 
Kit imat. 
McLelland, whowas on 
e of the many Hawks 
being razzed by fans, lost 
his c~ l  and swung twice 
first at Richard Kolner 
during the play and then 
at Marg L'Estrange 
during a laceoff break, 
The l lawk deleeceman 
was not finished however. 
after the tame as the 
teams were making their 
ways b~ their resls+q'tive 
dressing rooms, he carnl; 
out ot the room tO tak!+' on 
took place during the play 
the referee has a feeble 
excuse to miss the action 
of  the  Koo. 
The second incident 
however was during a 
stoppage of play and if 
the referee missed this, 
he has no right to be on 
the lee. 
cident~ are had enough on 
the ice but when it I~oes 
into the stands,, antJ JS 
unheeded it's time th,' 
league did something 
about it. I+;iLher g,'t rid of 
some of the goons o,r 
explain b, th,. r, ifere,.s 
that its tim,* to ¢'ra('k 
down or l i ra ,  to It:ave. 
II this tyi~: ol thing is 
not tak.n r . rc  oi i l  is 
going h) hapl,:n ram',; 
t~lt,.,n. This Js what 
the reds, Legouffe 
assisted on all seven Reds 
goals and Frenette 
scored three times while 
assisting on three others. 
For the Winter Hawks it 
was Brad Owens as he 
c01]eeted one goal and 
assisted on three. 
The Reds opened the 
scoring after four 
soeonds as Legouffe won 
the face,if and slipped 
the puel~ over the winger 
Frenette who crossed the 
blueline and fired a shot 
that found its way past 
Hawks goalie Darrell 
May. 
The Hawks came on but 
some fine goaltending by 
Reds Roy Garb and ~me 
equally fine penalty 
killing, partieulary that 
of Legoufle, held them at 
bay. 
Kttimat tied it up with a 
powerplay goal at the 
14:!'). mark with Reds 
garners  Winner tO a.m. Gerulaitis Save the 
10a.m. Terrace Peps vs ' game L'nited States a 2-0 lead 
3:30 p.m. Winner 8:30 over Australia after 
picked up his first goal of WKDNESDAY, DEC. 28 a.m. game vs Winner opening match~,$ .Monday :: 
the~ason..Legouffeshot -Of the game Ited 11:30 a.m. Iptme in a $50.t~t.~ team fermi+ = 
the puck. into the comer stated, "We made too 7 a .m.  Prince tk, orge 6 p.n|. l,o.,~er 2 p.m. game ' Gerulaitis touruam~'nt. .. 
and Frenette dug it out many mistakes, it 's Blazers vs Terrat'e 'l~vin vs i ,o~r  3:;~ p.m. gmn~ ~,feated Tony R~.he #.~. 
passed in front • where real ly a shame h~au,~ River  7::~ p.m. Winner 2 p.m. 3-6.64. m the first match "" 
Mathesonf i reda Jowshot  Roy (g(mlicGurh) played 8::m n.m. Smithers vs i~,nevsWinner ' t : ; |0p.n~, while'ratu~er d i sp~,d  of 
past May. well enought to win." Kitimat Rntnry itvl~s ganu~ Joint Alexander ~4. ;'.6. .- 
a • +,: 
Football 
groundgaine :s 
• :.i9 :i 
I IA I ; I ' iM I J l I I  0, ¢ A Iq  Milehell ,  Wll¢l~ ~l~aPlX'd 
Ix+,hlnll two nf the I, iNN)yard ~ill 'k fill' Ols;ratlng 
the lsist offcnsiw.-, lines in lhe l h i rd  em~,~,vuliw, 
th,  Nathmal  Footbal l  .y~,||rwilli l , l [d l , .~Iof  his 
I.e~JWJe, i t ' s  ; lot slJr I~ 
l wising Ihat Mark V|ili '"llu,|'~,'s t loqi l ; ,Sl i lnl  we .;egl.,n at ();,khmd wmdtht'l W'I IIn, kind o1' 
IUiiders lind I,y(h,II ynl'dl,W' w .  iIo i( ran' 
Mitcl l~!l l  ol l i a l l ln lo r l ,  i)|fl,ll,*,llvl, I i l l l ,  WllXll'h 
(;.its ;,r,: anm.g  I I . ,  i ,xcHh, . I . "  
h:a l l ing  ground gllini*i~s, Villi i,:l,ghl,ii I~lli l l i*d 
Vail I,;I,gh¢,ll, Iln, 1,27:1 yal'd,~ as he, Iolq.,d 
r.lll l lntmm rll,*dlt,r ~11 Ih¢, Ihl, IIIHNI I) l l l 'r i l ,r Illl' I1., 
/~ i l l J l+* l ' l i ' an  (~o l ih , r iq l¢ , l , ,  ' I { iq* l l l l l l  v l . J i l '  i l l  |1 row Ih, 
Inlll Mih'hHI, who rll l lkl*ll ~,m'rit,d I1., hall 37,,I IIIII1'.~, 
No :1 in Ih~, AI,'I', al'l. Plghl ~+lly . I  t,).l SIll|I) 
PXl.,ch,d l . l J  hl, l'lllh*d l i l I I i ' .N  NI,'I, l ' l l ' l ) l ' (10  | i l l l l  
upon hn' he;ivy duly Mth,hPll l'.;dni,d :fill 
uglmL,~nhlrd.y wha,n Ih,, l i l i l l ' lt 
It|lidt,l'll l l l ld ('olh+ I111'1, I01,:AI)I*:II,~ I,AHT ~'I,:AII 
lqlrh olh,,r nl lhl, Olll,lllnl~ TI . '  ('1111~1 h,d IIw ff~l,'4' 
rl lunll iii IIl~, NI,'I, I l l I¢lhll . Ih,m',,  | l ibel ' i l l '  
idayol l ,  al~o, hill drll l l lx*d Io I I I Ird 
Vl,h,rllll olll'llhlV¢' llhlt'¢ IIII,~ l~l*llflllll Wllh 
In;'kl*,. i;vorl,[V l(inl+, ~iI WldPl +Pci'Ivl'r ll.g¢l<4'arl + 
1111111111OlP i,onl,vdl,;~ lhal l.dlwrPd hy ii kllPi* Iii 
Ih,, Ilmd+,l'm Imvl, a II1.' l i l ly  
l ine ,  I*:vl,ii ha, I| i l l l l l l lOrl*'h 
"11111 I Ihillk W*' I'11111 IHi l .~l l l l i l  i lV I I i l l~t  ol :1;,'; '+ 
pal l*  h lvmaldy  w l lh  yllldl~, I.~lmd fol Ih l ld  
lhPlll," I~ I I I I / . '  h l l l d  i l l l l l ' l '  I I I  II,*' AI* ' I  ' ,  ~' i lh l l ' l  
'"l'h+,y ,, lllllrh l . , lh ' ,  hll l . 'h l .d  l l .khi l ld ' .  
kllOWl! h*'rllil'+¢' I I . 'y 'v*'  h'lltlllli~ l.hll **I ,I.III '~ 
Iwl' l l  II wlIIIII'I i l l lh*' l hd l im, . , ,gum, l  
.*;lllll'l Ih*wl. hill I Ihlllh II,,IH.II I ' l l l l l  hl lhl III~ 
~1 14'  0+, l l l l l l l l l l l l h '  " I I i i l l l l l l h l  I I i 1~ I'.11~* I I | | | |1  ~ 
off Ihe  hall as well,  or Imve heen iustalh'd as 
¢.w,n Ix, lh,r. titan the lhreepoi l t!  favorites to 
Ihdders. hnnd Ihe i. oi ls the i r  third 
" , l l . , y ' re  l ike a eoasecut i re  opelHt |g  
• l)lilhlozvr i l l .  Inw gl.ar," round hms ill the plavoffs. 
I ' rn l t  s|lid . f  Ihe I lakh, rs. ih l l l l n t t~re .  ¢lulnqlions 
I I  I I I 0 I ' Vi ry ImWi rfnl. W( rt  If[ the "AI + t,' l*,ast for the 
* , ' s qukk~r .  II II hl fUll lhird s l r , i l lh l  sellSOll, 
,~ilurday Vmulmrlng lhe were wl i ipwd handily by 
Iwo,"  I ' l t ts tmr l~h Steelers  IU 
(hlkhInd'x deft, ndhtg Ih¢ir las t  two phlyuff  
~tlll4,t ' Bowl ¢'hitntllhtlh~ outtng.~ 
%,,  , . x ,  '• , . .%•  
t',. 
%,, j ,',,, 
~' I{1t~%% I~ h*l lq 
' - "  
' , i  • 
l l+ . ' r+ .  
I, isl+,d 
ll+.r,.,r 
ii ,, 
New llt,siz,ess 
;4  N . t  l ist , 'd in ,mr  
ILC. l)ir 'ct,.'y. 
I .  MARX t) l .~l R IBL I IORS L IP  ~J$ I '#!  
MAXR'~ I IOOKKE [ 'P ING & 
ACt 'Ot lN I INt~ e.tzl 11oi 
I I HMACI O11 IItlXNI R 5! RVICi + +~.~ 4L 
UOOK NOOK .+,s J011 
Mil l  I.I+ Ill ADI  ?, OCt ' IDt  Nl  I k t  
t I t  t O.IS S's '  
111141 I R IVE R.~ WOXKSI IOP  ,J.~ ~L~I 
A l l  Wi l l  t)!A.~.~ l .~dl loo 
I lee h .  ON|  *llOillh tOu0 test of I I ' lk 
i )AIL ~ I1 !  14At |~ 
II y l l l l  w i th  yOtll | |u t l l te t t  ~* 
,,,, v , , , , ,  , , , , , , , , , ,e ,  , l'h';t c ( 'al l  (,,;, ,  : 
crt.at4.s |Ill; imagt: that 
Dale Kushner in the sin Ihe I~dsDove Wakelteld ' ' " 
bin for an alleged trip- Mcl~;l land chalh;nged ho+'key, ham, goth,n, ow,r, , the last h.w years I'h,. 
ping. • ,wen led team.  the lteds hy m+ying ]le'd relere~,+ Imw: to play a 
mateilarry(.;Jbbon at the "take on Ih+: whole hig part in ZilJy IT~ll 'k 
point. Giblmn let go a h;om", IIc, stepped . l i t  o! down and if t l . ,y  d,m I do 
hard ,]almhot that hit a t i . :  do,Jr and, il l Up; job tht;y slmuld do u 
stick in  front and Garb Wakefield'~ wqrd~+, " lb r  rm'.apablt; ol doing I I . ,y  
had no chance. This wa~ Ioqkod +J! Tihm' Clb~d's wi l l  control ol Iht; gin.; ,  
the last Scoring the IJrst ~pare goal lt ,  M~J.dur/ and rmqJm,I . I  Ih .  
I~riod and [hi" team++ and the. at Jm!. droppt~d ploy,;rs II u rHv lvv  
went to the dr~,sslng room his I~Joyt:~ ;Jud t:Oll le a~tt:r fgJl'nlt a rt,puhll jol! Ior 
tied ut on;;. hie -r" ()iJp;r lan,'t have ItdlJng Pt,l'l,lJjn 
The Jteds reg0Jw;d the aJ.+io gJvt~n thJFl F~tOtl,llllffli . . i,ougldlllZl:~l, Im'lh'~l g,), 
lead afb.r the lout 'l'h,, dr .ss ing romn I,,'~ gunlg It) Ulld blm'+HI 
rrlJnuteB ol play in tim inrltJent PouJd h;Jw: Ijtq,u in #l w,ry ' danK¢'roil,*i 
gel:and ,IJ+;IJr)fJ Gord ayojtJt!tJ if I, Ip, K i l i l l l ; | l  hlhl;l l ioll 
r~q,:hron0~ t,p++ko IlZJf;~ ilJayig' had Ip,t,n c,]lq,h,tJ 
frtm+ I•:gimlb!sJwJ Ib , !d .  hmu I.|IP g;J l l l l '  fm hh I,;vvryon,, k.ow~ I lmi .  
.//t).~l ql,#q! |frtlft Ih ~° |~juI hwjflKJnl~ zj~'l Jn fill, |bird I I , l lqlq , wi l l  IIl|hh honl¢, 
eJ'PJ~'J M~/  |'f¢,rl¢,lh' j~'li,~l I lqw,'vl' I  lip, I l l l l l t ' | l l l l l l  h IIIll W|llql hi, 
.~=.. ~)~ ,,l),~t ~ .~ i~ l  +H.h,~rt h, i lHI Iq Illll~¢, I~,lz, flip ohvloll~ 
• ' .h ' r . . ,  (-,+" ~ r+L6..+.++~+-,J I/L~ +~| i~, hie ~,1 ~ ~'lll I I I J l l i l l i~ Il*, M.I~ ,' ul 
• o 
;+, 
. ~? 
;?, 
. .7 
• : r  
;3 
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38" WANTED" MISC' The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
~ithln 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are. received. 
ThoSe answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
~'ecelved by: the publisher 
..!wlthln30 daYS after the first 
publication. 
I t  Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
:that. the l iabi l i ty of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
:to publish an advertisement 
or .In .the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
~mrtlsement as published 
'shall be limited to the 
"amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In. 
;correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
ilpace occupied by the In- 
;';)rrect or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any evmt greeter 
than the amount paid for 
• such advertising. 
: Advertisements mus ~ 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which .prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of  his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
hfa age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition Is 
[ystlfled. ,by a.~ bona fide 
i~bqulrement for |.he..-:work 
.llvolved. 
• :Publ ished a t  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days  a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Loisel le 
14, •BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
39. 
MARINE 
4"/':: HOMES 
FOR RENT 
48. SUITES 
". FOR RENT 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
67, SERVICES 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.6351 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The St. John Ambulence 
course, "Health Care for 
Seniors", will be offered in 
Terrace this winter. Thls is 
an 8 week course designed to 
provide senior citizens and 
others with information 
which will assist them in 
maintaining their own health 
and self.reliance. Topics will 
Include:  Communi ty  
resources, changes in body 
systems, maintenance of 
health, nutrition and 
budgeting, you and your 
heart, safety in the home, 
home nursing, and first aid. 
Guest speakers and 
audiovisual aids wil l  be 
brought in whenever 
possible, and an exercise 
period will be a part of every 
class. There is no fee for the 
course. It will begin Friday, 
January 6, at 2 p.m. In the 
lounge of the Senior Citizens' 
Apartments, 3404 Kalum. 
For further Information call 
Carol Harrison, 635-5842. 
BCYCNA CLASS, 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
. Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
CLASS IF IED RATES starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
LOCAL ONLY: 2nd and 4th Friday at the 
20 words or less $2.00 per Community Centrefrom 1:30 
Insertion, over 20 words S -4:00 p.m. 
'cents per word. - Adult Cllnics - Man. Wed. & 
3 or more consecutive in- Frl., from 3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. - V.D. Clinic .3:00 p.m. every 
Man. & Thurs. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
.Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISlNO: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
r~l.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publlcatlen day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day' prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
i;ubmltted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and~r engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without ploture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. ' 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages' 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
CLASSIFIED 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 
Engagements 
Marrlages 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
AN- 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Thursday December 29 7;30 
Terrace Hotel, Downtown 
Lions Christmas Party for 
Senior Citizens. Phone for 
pickup 635.7202 days, 638- 
1754 evenings. 
(nc) (3) 
'ELKS ANNUAL New Year's 
Eve party. $27.00 a couple, 
all Inclusive. Phone 635.2577 
after 6 p.m. 
I, C.H. Polley, will not be 
responsible for any debts 
incurred by persons other 
than myself In my name 
without prior approval as of 
December 15, 1977. (p3.19) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Leze!le Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con. 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 630.8302. 
Now buying Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. 
Write to: 
Mrs. L. MacDonald 
11577 - 149 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
TSM lW9 
(ctf.PL.D18) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contrad. 
House airing. 
635-5816 
(ctf) 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sale~ 
Lessons - Patterns - Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638-1409 
(cff4mo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635.3854 for 
further Information. 
(eft-feb14.78} 
LOST: one 1,000 x 20 wheal 
and tire on Hwy. 16 E., In the 
area of Cedarvllleto Terrace 
around 12 noon on the 20th of 
Dec. If found call 635.3741. 
(C2-12) 
FOR SALE: 1974 70 h.p. 
Evlnrude outboard. Ex- 
cellent condition, 3 props (1 
stalnless) Complete new 
block used one season only. 
Including service manual. 
Phone 632.7431 (p3-16) 
FOR SALE: 1-455 c.l.d. 
Oldsmobile motors hooked 
up to a Berkley Jet unit. 
Complete with marine 
manifolds. Please contact or 
send offers to Mr. Joe 
Durando, School District No. 
92 (Nlsgha), 4548 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. Deadline 
for offers, Dec. 31, 1917. View 
at Northern Marine, Prince 
Rupert. 
FOR SALE: 1-1915 Ford F 
250 PU ~/4 ton, 6800 G.W.W., 
351 C.l.O. V8 Engine, 
Standard Transmission, 
power s teer ing ,  power 
brakes Northland Special 
Package, Auxllary Tank and 
other extras. Please confad 
or 'send offers to Mr. Joe 
Durando, School Dlstrld No. 
92 (Nlsgha) 4548 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. Deadline 
for offers, Dec. 31, 1977. (C5. 
19) 
Stenographer-Clerk 
required by B.C. Hydro 
Duties include composing 
and typing correspondence, 
maintaining departmental 
files, processing various 
statistical reports, Invoices, 
etc. The successful ap- 
plicant must be able to work 
with a minimum of super- 
vision. 
Applicants must have 
previous office experionce 
and have a proflclenty in 
typing. 
Salary to start at $902 per 
month plus a complete range 
of employee benefits. 
This is a temporary position 
(approximately 6.8 months) 
however the opportunities 
for permanent employment 
are excellent. 
Please apply in person at: 
B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority 
4722 Lakelse Avenue 
3rd Floor 
Terrace, B.C. 
(c2.16) 
HELP WANTED: National 
company requires ambitious 
reliable sales represen- 
tative. Phone 638.1969 after 6 
p.m. (c3-17) 
MUST SELL: 1975 F350 
super camper. Special ex- 
cellent condition many 
extras, must be seen to be 
appreciated. 
8 HP. snow blower, 5 speed, 
$400.00. 
135 gal. gas tank. $100.00. 
Phone 635.9403. (P5.19) 
FOR SALE: Christmas gift 
suggestion • 1 electric organ 
with amplifier. 1 dishwasher 
(white) like new. 1 range 
wood assembly (new) Phone 
635-7686 (3-17) 
Scottish Deerhound puppies 
regally bred. Champion 
Dam & Sire. Show and pet 
stock. The gift of dlstlnctlon. 
Wild Rock Kennels Reg'd, 
Summerland 494.9811 (C1-12 
1-11) 
I I I  II I 
WANTED; ,Person'to share 
specious 3 bedroom fur- 
nlshed home, on the bench. 
With two people. $210 per 
month. Includes: meals, 
utilities, parking. Phone 635- 
7913 after 6 p.m. prior 6:00 
phone 635.6391. (c2-16) 
CEDAR pI'ACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
%i te  113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphon( 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no, pets. (ctf) 
I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, can. 
tral ly located. Full1 
furnished. Reasonabh 
'ates by day or week. Non- 
3tinkers only. Phone 635. 
~11. (ctf) 
I I  
iHinton 
Manor 
:urnlshe~ :or unfurn,sned 
,tudlo dr,  1 bedroom 
apartmer~fk. Security 
enterpho~. Sauna. 
635.3941 
~3638-1032 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en. 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 6354NI. 
(ctf) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Offlcei~lo. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
Q~e, )Jtwo and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laund§yj & storage area. 
Near schools and down- 
town. Clean, .quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
635-5224 ! 
(otf) i 
I 
USE CHRISTMAS SEALS 
FOR SALE: In Thornhill, 3 
bedroom, 1 level, 1,950 sq. ft 
private V= acre dead end 
street split level cedar patio. 
crossing creek. Large rec 
room, wet bar, fireplace, c-w 
5'x10' pool table. Low taxes, 
$39,500. Phone to view 635. 
4350. (V10-4) 
BUSINESS OP- BUS DEATHS 
PORTUNITIES: PRIME TOTALLED 
HOTEL.MOTEL SITE 2.1 In 1975, school-bus 
acres fully serviced. Price accidents killed about 200 
includes one duplex and persons, including ~ 90 
eight Cabins. Ripe for pupils, 10 bus drivers and 
development. Contact 100 other persons. 
Selklrk Realty Ltd., Box 40, SYNTHETIC IN- 
Nakusp, B.C. V0G 1R0.(16) VENTED 
Dr. Wallace • Hume 
Carothers invented nylon 
and obtained a patent for 
the fibre Feb. 16, 1937. Briefs 
MORTGAGE 
MONEY 
Unlock the equity in your 
house with a tat, 2nd or 3rd 
mortgage. No bonus, 
favorable rates, open for 
prepayment. 
C.A.C. REALTY LTD. 
.4624 A GREIG AVE. 
- 635-6108 
- DAVE BRASH 
MOST ADMIRED ANTIQUES " ANTIQUES 
WANTED TO RENT: 1 or 2 WOMAN 
bedroom suite or apt. NEW YORK (Reuter) -ANT IQUES 
preferably near Terrace ~ Anita Bryant, the 
college for single person, singer who attracted Just a r r ived  at Queensway Trad ing  3215 
phone 632.3909 (p8 -2  controversy because of 
her opposition to Ka lum.  A large select ion of qua l i ty .  
WANTED TO RENT: 2 or 3 homosexual rights . Antique Furn i tu re  
bedroom house or apt. legislation in Florida, has - Brass & Copperware  
preferably with basement, In been voted the most - Clocks • 
Terrace. Phone 635.4761. admired woman of the . Tools 
(c10-17) year by readers of Good - Stereos 
Housekeeping magazine. . Radios 
The magazine's readers 
said Miss Bryant's most . Kn ick  Knacks 
admirable qualities were - 8 Tracks  
FOR SALE: 1974 VW beetle her deep faith, her -Cassef fes  
condition, low leadership and her . And Much More  
courage to f ight for her Come in and Browse 
convictions. Use your  Chargex  - Master  Charge 
CHOLEBA CLAIMS 87 A smal l  deposit  w i l l  hold anyth ing  t i l  Xmas .  
In good 
mileage phone after 5 p.m. 
635.4571 (c10-18) 
FOR SALE: i971 VW Station ,JAKARTA, Indonesia 
wagon, in good condition. (AP) -- Eighty-seven ~ We Buy, Sell, T rade  & Del iver .  
$1,500.00. Phone 635-3254 persons died of cholera ~ Phone 638.1613 4( 
daytime, 635.2243. (C6-17) ]as tweek in  13 vi]]ages in ~ Open Sixdaysa week 9 :30t i i  6:00 Fridays 
the Ban~wa~i  distr ict .E t i l  9:00. :( 
1971 Chev pickup V2 ton 350 of East Java,the Antara ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .c 
auto. P.S., P.B. Phone 635. 
5491 (p3.17) 
FOR SALE: 1973 % ton Ford 
Camper Special, auto, P.S., 
P.B., low mileage. Offers? . 
To view phone 635-7485. (c-3- 
11) 
• 'FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
trailer and addition on large 
10t or buy trailer and rent lot 
Phone 635-3752 (c2-16) . ..... 
news agency reported. 
GAMBLERS RAIDED 
BANGKOK, Thailand 
(AP) - -  Bandits killed 11 
gamblers and wounded 
eight others in a raid on a 
gambling den in Yala 
province 768 kilomel~es 
south of Bangkok, police 
reported. They said the 
owner of the den had  
rejected a demand from 
the bandits for $1,500 in 
protection money. 
A TASTE FOR LIVER 
BORDEAUX, France 
( /~  - -  Thieves tole 990 
i~ivUnds of seleetgoose 
er from a Bordeaux 
warehouse just in time 
for Christmas. "Pate" is 
considered an almost 
necessary part of a 
French Christmas dinner 
menu. The loss from the 
theft, which took place 
over the weekend, was 
estimated at $20,000. 
BABIES TOOK TO 
ROAD 
The first baby carriage 
patent in the United 
States was issued in 1829. 
*************************  **  t 
DIRECTOR: YOUTH WORK PROGRAM 
School Dlstrl ct No. 88 (Terrace) Invites applications 
for position of Director: Skeana Youth Work Incentive 
Program located In Terrace. Position 10 months 
(January 1978 - October 1978) with extension possible. 
Duties: 
1. Teach lift skills and manual abor skills to "at risk" 
youth, 15 - 17 years of age. 
2. Supervise 2 other staff. 
3. Oversee public, relations, finances, program 
: devalopme!t.and evaluation for Skeana~Youth Work 
Incentl~ Pr0gCam. . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  " ' " " 
4. Receive direction from Interagency committee. 
Quallflcetlons: 
1. Successful experience supervising "at risk" 
teenagers. 
2. Budgeting skills. 
3. Willing to work outside. 
4. Skills In variety of unskilled and skilled labor. 
5. Can teach basic literacy, first aid, consumer 
education, nutrition, etc. 
~. Class 2 drlverr's Ilconce. 
1. Can work with all public agoncles. 
8. Ovor age 25 preferred. 
9. Teaching certificate an asset. 
Salary: $14,000.00 • $19,000.00, based on experlonce and 
relevant ralnlng. Apply to Suporlntondont of Schools, 
School District NO. 88, Box 460, Terrace, B.C., VaG 4B5. 
Postmarked by December 23, 1971. 
2 Bedl'oom mobile home for 
rent at Copperside Estate on 
:/2 acre lot. Phone 635-6772. 
(~-18) 
If you are taking a winter 
vacation and looking for 
some.one to take care of 
your home, animals, I have 
taken twenty winter 
vacations and can un- 
derstand what you are 
looking for and expect. 
Phone 635.2145. (P1.16) 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
In the matter of the Estate 
of Ellen Josephine Bastin, 
Teacher, formerly of 
Terrace, British Columbia 
and In the matter of the 
estate of John Edward 
Baetln, Principal, formerly 
of Terrace, British 
Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having claims agalnet the 
above estates are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to Murdoch R. 
Robertson, Barristers & 
Solicitors, P.O. Box 746, 
Terrace; B.C. V8G 4C3, on or 
before the 20th day of 
January, 1978 after which 
date the estates' assets wlll 
be dletrlbuted, having 
regard only to claims that 
have .been received. 
J.S. Victor Lade 
Executor of the estate of 
John Edward Bastln, 
Executor of the estate of 
Ellen Josephine Bastln. 
(c2-12 2-16,17) 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
~hop discreetly by mail: 
Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
.illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for beth ladies 
and gentlemen. Direct 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 3X9. (ctf) 
PETS I-OR SALE: Your 
household Christmas glfll 
.Afghan Christmas puppies, 
black and tan or fawn. Best 
of breeding, de.wormed, 
have had shots. Phone 
Creston 428.9617. Joy In your 
home this Chrlstmasl !
on: 
XMAS SALE 
at Fred's Furniture Ltd. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-3630 
SAVE 10% to 50% 
Water Beds Reoliners 
Sofas & Chairs Dining Rooms 
Appliances Bedroom Sets 
Store Wide Sale Up & Down 
Carriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately in 
TERRACE and 
THORNHILL areas 
Extra earnings. 
PHONE 
636-6367 
/ 
I 
we~nesaay noon. 
Ottawa Offbeat 
• Ottawa,-Have you 
noticed how, recently in 
the big city newspapers, 
news like fashlan has 
been changing. 
The "in"thing now is 
net what the majority of 
editors for long years 
hack have called hard 
news. Which is news that 
is news, or what a 
newspaper is supposed to 
be all about. 
The high fasinn on the 
metro page these days is 
chatter, gossip, gaff 
about the so-called 
beautiful people, and who 
is holding hands with who 
in the High Places of 
power. 
So, never let it be said 
this newspaper iguorem_ 
the trend, without aword 
-Tracing YOUR Family's "Roots" 
now and then about the 
going-ons of the crushed 
velvet suit crowd. . 
Which bflngs us again 
to, well, who else but 
bachelor girl Margaret 
Trndeau who seldom lets 
a day go by without 
getting her picture into 
the trendy photo pages of 
the "Eye" column of 
Women's Wear Dally. 
WWD, • as tl~s'" New 
York daile calls ~ it. 
self,seea all and "tells 
more about the 
carryines-un of the 
Manhafmn elite than the 
mighty Times. 
You remember 
,recently, MS. Trudeau 
barged over from table to 
table in New York's 
"Maggies" could ap- 
proach the royal table 
unchallenged in the 
d i sc reet ly  social ly 
disciplined "21." well 
my dears, what else so 
utterly impensable could 
ns n. 
~e additional agent 
from Scotland Yard now 
on royal social posting is 
expected to guarantee 
that things hence forth 
will be stricly de rigueur 
regardless of Maggles's 
meandering. 
And remember the still 
best-selling "Bilingual 
Today, French 
Tomorrow." 
Well, what more 
THE HERALD, Thursday, December 22, Ifr/PAO| ~ 
Public library news . . . . . .  
,i~ ' FROM THE LIBRABIAN i 
On Sa~rda~ ~hei "Woodcutter, a go~! story 
chiidren~of? Terrace~ about a woodcutter, a 
listened to Christmas pedlar, and Mr. Louis, 
stories and saw a puppet Father Christmas goeJ 
show with Santa and his Holidays by Rtymona 
helper. Later, Santa Briggs. For ldsa8 for 
himself visited the brilliant ezperiements 
library, to the delight of try Dr. Zed's Bdlliut 
the children. He brought Book of Science Ex- 
treats, including tree pe~flmmentg, ': 
ornaments for the Adults may Ube these 
children to make. new•books: ' CsHd lu  
Children may pick up a Frontier: exciting aterl~ 
free Christmas puzzle at from Canedas I~to~,  
the library to while away short stories by 
leisure time. For holiday Buck in The Lever, ee 
reading there are now Canada's ln tenm~l  
children's books - -  Equestrians. 
Garbage DeUght, a book The  library will be 
of nonsense by Dennis closed Dec. 9-4. and Dec. 
swanky club "2r' ,  during 
a quiet luncheon, to 
badger :~ Princess 
Mar!garet for an in- 
terwew-cum-photo? 
Ms. Trudeau, after who 
an enterprising 
manufacturer of jeans 
has named his special 
high society denims 
"Maggies", received the 
royal freeze for her 
cheekiness. 
But that's not all. Now 
chatty WWD- must 
reading in Ottawa 
~lltical and diplomatic 
anions-tattles that as a 
result , of it, Princess 
Margaret has been 
assigned another 
bodyguard. 
The Princess was not 
only incensed b~, Ms. 
Trndean's insensitivity or 
gaucherie nnot realizing 
that protocol required her 
to summon the maitre'd' 
Family tree hunting is census material etc. has representing the Writing letters to 
now only second to coin had to stop into highgear, equivalent offour million relatives or even those 
collecting in hobby Nomatter where you are, printed volumes of three carrying the same un- 
popularity, and library ff ~onrloeal library ~.a  hundred pages each. common famiuly name 
resources tnrougheut the nacre|urn resner Ran m The microfilms list can be useful also in 
world are being strained part of the intorlibrary such things as tracing the family tree. 
to the limit to cope with loan system, then you can • christenings, marriages Edis once went on a six 
the demand.Incidentally, order those early and deaths, census month marathon letter 
ff you are  visiting Canadian records. ••Once recordds, cemetary in- writing spree and he 
libraries anywhere to they arrive at your scription, passengerllsts, pro~des ample letters 
start your search and library you normally wills and probate records m "Trecy Your Family wearingthe same hat and 
want to browse through have a month to check along with ancient Tree" to show how its jacket in which he 
the genealogical section, them out. genealogies which have done. arrived at Paddington 
the books you need are Along with already been compiled. "Dyr~g that period I Station, with the same FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
usually listed under the genealogical societies Parish records, cnesus received information on tag around his furry AUTOVEST 
929 drea. If the library, and other information returns and vital records more than 600 members neck, is front and centre Before you buy, invesflsatelheadvafltligeBeftl~rlM- 
like university libraries, sources the more biSidy are £dmed all over the of my growing family, in Canadian toy shops, to.ownpl|n. AIImonlespaldepplytopurdlle, 
doesn't use the Dewey specialized branch world so that many Included among the haul But Paddington arrives tia up your cash or borrowing poww. 111 ~ 
decimalsystem thenyour microfilm libraries of researchers find it easier was a family tree dating in Canada in two months rant and drive away. 
EXAMPLES material is probably The Genealogical Society to s~dy records in back to the early 1700's l~'-~-~g~'onneau,L 
listed under the CS in Utah are listed in Canada then in the and listing mroe than 400 the tag he Based on 36 month Ioase 
section. "Trace  your Family counbry of origin. This is names. Farmers, to request a lady-in- w,~,ors,;.o~ ,,,,L, or,o, ,~,;o 7a F 250 pickup 7~ E¢onollne Van 7S C 100 ¢hev IN 
ThecanedianArehivas Tree". Scattered over certainly true of Britain pioneers and waitingbenskedto relay ~..,~.,~.w~..,~...,,-,,.~ $148.00 per month $13&00 por month Sl2~.001~rlnll~lt 
in Ottawa is one of the Canada, there are where a large number of parlimentarians were a message titioning for "~"  . . . . . . . . .  n lease end price lease end pric~ I~ ml  prks 
rresouree areas that has presently two of these records have been represented amon the . . .~- . - .~ .~ . . . .  h,,  Darkest Peru to Londo , • -, ,,,v,,.o. ,, . . . . . . .  ' " "  ~'-,'~and via Paddinaton s=,ws.oo sims.Do $1,07s.o0 
been feeling the impa.ct of specialized libraries in filmed, number." Scotland Yard was a,~;...',, or simply return or simply return or simply 
genea]ogy's sudden B.C. one in Vancouver TRACING YOUR some older scandalized, not to say '~'~' . . . . .  . ,s ~maro HT , ,Z~yr  f~lM ; ,O~lpVa,  
popularity, and its in- andanother in Kelowna. family members are still unnerved. And regardless of st~.0op~ month $124.S0por mmlm $1~.Npat 
terlibrary loan system Both haveaccess to more ~ concerned that their After all, ffthe walIdng, Psddington~ lease and pries [use end price l lm ~n d
covering microfilmed than amillionmicmfilms ~ ' ~  ~'  probing might revels talking, discotequeinB tmouestioned s~ms.0o s~am.oo s~ms.0o 
records of Canadian of early records some family midsends, . . . . .  I or simply r~urnl or simply return I or simply rehlm II 
most people these days commercial • for to;~dlglishnesa' alSO on his I 7s Fiesta 3 dr. I 71 FI$0 4 x 4 I ;s om ~ I 
Yankees counterfeit .~ reaalize that even royalty Tno nliP hl . ~,oeeu~-vons bien de ,S..001mr monthl$,SS.00p~rmonlh|S,3V..Im'emm~ll 
'~ has illegitimacies and** a - - -~,~v. .  ~.,,.,~.,~. . . . . . . . .  merci Du fin J r ~ , .  o .~,  . I lease end price| luse end price [ Jeme and ~e I 
, pirate or two in bygone 1 ~ fonddu Pereus aLondres, l $1400.00 I SZmS.00 I u,ms,~ I 
By FRED numbers nine. days adds something the  lane crash A~ngleterres, via Gare slmp~ rMurn I ~" ~[mp~ 
ROTHENBERG As starters, the family history. E" "Paddington." . Edis tells of a 
NEW YORK (AP) -- projection is right- ' ~:' researcher who 
New York. Yankees banders Ed Figueroa, ¢ ~ ~ ~ , $ . L . . : : _ . i  grshbod'~a eo~uple.more .Catfish Hunter, Dick discovered his forebears (AP)--ADC-gcargojet, bilin tgualism. 
[am0~' f0F l l~t~ al-~°~ltlfO~ '~.~t~ among, five brothers tr~ng ~tG'land t-°~fek-u]~ :..,But "Ban you*' imaging . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  '-~ ............ 
charged with horse Cl~si/nasdiau, mishe~ F~-eii~li-champa~g ue-O~e ~ : ~ ' ' " / ; i |  
Nady star-studded pit- and lleff-hande~rs  "Ran" ehing corps at major Guidry, Don ~tmett uno stealing who swung from into a snow-covered perfume from Paree on ~' ~ S I H ~  LTD. ~°: ':! 
league baseball's recent Ken Holtzman..The the same tree. mountain Sunday after the shelves here under an IIIOMARINEDRIVE ' | 
winter meetings in bullpen includes ieky . . . . . . .  port"Indiscreti°nsof historyare nowand the pilot reported trouble English-as-well label? NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.II0479A [[ 
process, intensified the G~sage and Eastwick. ~ustrationfelt by several HOLTZMAN IGNORED them. The excitement is holding pattern and then 
of their top minerleogne Figueroa, Hunter, "One of the things I in finding your own inexplicably left it. 
pitchng prospects. Messersmith and Gnllett have to emphasise when people, learninl~ of their UnitedThe wr ckageAirlinesOf jet,the : 
KenClay, GilPattersun were beset by ~juries instructing budding times and realizing that scattered a quarter-mile 
and Jim Beattie feel last season and Hokzman researchers i  to check this business of up to the peak and down 
betrayed by the team's was rarely used, which their own family sources discovering ancestors the other side, was - - " 
before starting involved can become very b'~. 
purchasing propensities manns .... th-b-;Yafikees' research. Although oh- Just work out 
and think the American youngsters could even- .- League club's cheque- really get action, vious, its been missed so statistics of a single helicopter about eight 
book policy is counterfeit. Clay made 21 ap- often that I compiled a; family. Progressive hours after it crashed. 
"I don't hink tbey can pearances for the special list of home doubling up from the A two-man rescue 
keep pushing the young Yankees in' the 1977 sum'Bus to be checked family of today gives two team, dropped from the ., 
guys haek," said clay, 23. season and pitched out,"soysEdis, parents, four grand-helicopter, was probing through snow more than . . . . . .  
" I  think they should go againstLos Angeles in 
with their organization the World Series. 
more. That's what they 
"Trace Your Family parents and so on. 
Patterson also spent which starts out with the revealsa possible million tempt to locate survivors 
have a minor-league some time with the family itself, 'the family forebears in a mere 20 or bodies of the three- 
system for." _ Yankees in 1977 following doctor, lawyer and for- generations -- plenty of man crew. • ,. 
Patterson, 22, said s 16-4 record with their expandsmer neighbourSinto the varietythen ar°°mwithch,f°r a pirateor evener tWO,a DubDaviS•LawrenceC°untYsaidSheriffthe 
buying pitchers "has a top farm clubs the year of household records that duke,". Edis stated, plane struck "with ~emendous impact" and real demoralizing effee ~ before. He had a sere arm can give direct in- :~o if your new Year's 
on the young players in for much of the 1977 formation or clues to the resolution is to do "I don't see how anyone : :~ ~ , 
the organization." season, searcher, something about finding could survive." 
And-Beattie, 23, said he Patterson said he . your early family history " The horizontal tail fin ~ 
keeps hearing how the would consent to one you couldn t start .in a was the largest piece . . . .  ,~ 
Yankees are big on more year with the bettor place than pobing intact. ~~;~:~ '  
developing and using Yankecs' organization i  through "Trace your United identLfled the ~":"~ ..... •" 
their young players, the minors, but Beattie Family Tree" by crew ~ Capt. John 
"thenthey go out and buy wants only to wear a Graham and Shirley Edis Fender, 49; First Officer :: ::;~-" ~ -~. ~.,, -L+ 
players." major league uniform-- published by McGraw- Phillip Modesitt, 46; and 
The World Series preferably one with Hill Ryerson and avilable Second Officer Steve 
champion Yankees have .pinsmpes. in most book stores for Simpson, 34, all of the 
b~come very successful $5.96. Chicago area. 
by tumbzg their pockets _ j  The wreckage was 
inside out, but it's their ,,,ana _ A found at about he 2,220- .~'3 
farmhands who, metre level of~ru~g.ed 
• Bear Canyon ~ kilo- ,::~!~!:i~!::  
ultimately,the price  are paying J~re  br i  For the fledgling • metres north of h~re, saiu .>~:~ ~, 
e fs  genealogist the frist step Sheriff's l.,ieuton,y~ut Dean 
The Yankees say the ,, B ~ ~  ~ farm system is not being CAGE DIDN T HELP then is not necessarily a F, gbert. " ic~ . . llbrarty, butrather a visit The plane c~crasoeo 
money is being chan- (CP) -- When 40 family to alk over old ~,~, ~T ~,/ ¢~ Sunday. It had been . /  
nelled into the minors television camermen times and ~ople. Old ordered into a holding 
than ever boforsand that, went te Loogleat Safari Bibles complete with D~V~ 3 (~# pattern when It reported 
in bassball and war, you Park, Wiltshire, to make fading but legible details trouble with landing 
can't have t°° manY a film °n wildlife' theY of famil~ members are a E ' ~  ~ ~  geer. Just before the " I 
arms. ' each had &12,000 in- real fred. Memoiral crash, the plane left the .,~,~ 
"You can never have surance policies against cards, old photographs . holding pattern without 
en°u('{h pitching'" said attack bY li°ns' tigers' and even pieces °f table F '~ #,~ e.lana~on, headed sast, : 
Cadnc : TRills,' the wild bo~rs and homed silver hearing a family and eould not be raised by 
Yankees' new vice- rhinnceri. Filming was name and the maker's the tower, said William 
from inside a specially hallmark can be ira- Lovett, .traffic control . ~ \  
British or English can you imagine in the world Lees, Jacques the 31. 
of children than Pad- 
dingtonhear. Bu . tnow~ FIGHTTHE * he's gone bilingual The nurses at St. 
Mary,s Hospital in 
Paddington in North 
 n on.e .r LUNII CIllPPlI I  their gift to the new son of Captain Mark Phillips 
and Princess Anne. 
That makes Pad- Emphysema Asthma Tuberculosis Chronic Bmn~itiz Air Pelbtim 
dington Bear some 
symboIBrltishness.of its very USE C H ~ ~ S F ~  
Now the beloved bruin, 
ss, 
~4 . . . . . .  
president and general 
manager who succeeded 
wl~el-er-dealer Gabe 
Paul. "It's a competitive 
business, and may the 
best man win. If We have 
a s/n-plus of pitching, we 
can trade." 
' With the free-agent 
si~ning of Ra~vly East- 
wick andthe buying of 
Andy Messersmith in 
Honolulu added to the 
earlier purchase ,Jf Rich 
r;f~agc-the pitching 
t,J,mJ f~f thi~ year ~ free- 
;=.~. r,t ,:rrJp the '{tJrlk,:l.'~ 
t ~ ' l~ J r,t h;,tt;¢', hl J I  i¢:1',~ t i l l  ;I 
~ ;¢ee  t h:., t h , j l l t~t j J J  V 
constructed iron cage-- 
but five men were taken 
to the hospital with wasp 
stings. 
HAND-OUTS STOP- 
PED 
PETERBOROUGH, 
England (CP) -- The 
Lions Club, which has 
been giving free food par- 
cels to 100 needy persons 
in Peterborough for the 
last six years, has 
scrapped the scheme. 
"Some people were 
t~king more than one 
p;Jrf:el," a ~pokesman 
;~;Jid 
protant clues to the 
origins of family mem- 
bers. Birth death and 
marriage certificates are 
invaluable because they 
are authenticated 
documents.' 
BII 
Walk. log, run, 
skate, ski, swim, 
peddle, pedal... 
don't let life 
catch you wrth 
your head down. 
Fitnmls fun. 
Try some. Easy. 
centre chief controller. 
The U.S .  national 
transportation safety 
board has sent a~team 
from Washington ~o in- 
vestigate, no~ 
It was the second~oi'ash 
of a commercial h~craft 
in the United States 
within a week. A char- 
feted DC-3 crashed 
shortly after takeoff 
'Tuesday night from the 
Evansville, Ind., airport, 
killing all 29 persons 
aboard, including the 
University of Evnnsvilte 
Imskctlmll IP~|lll. 
' :b  '" 
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G.B. Trudeau 
I YOU ~'T 
B.C. 
I 
p- 
i 
i 
Hart 
JU 
LUCKY P~V~L~ 
HAW %00 W~,~-=~I / .  f~1~, .~,~ 
NAILED ~ FAI~.~ . AlaS. . " 
] 
Wizard of Id Parker & Hart 
The continuing saga of the Amazing Spiderman 
by John Rom)ta and 8tan Lee. 
:glE~OVERE~ON~ I ~  v " ~"~,~ FO~T THELOOKON ) HEY, 
~o~ TmNS ~ou'r I~. "//, ~ l / / / J /~q~ THAT ~LE~RL 'S  F~CE/~UNT~AY'LL 
,,,..WNEN 5HE .,~AW ME ~. ~F I  Ip  OVER_ 
, r ~  THIS LEATHER 
~i~~~~ . .  i ' t )E~'~i  HAVeTA i JNdV'r4#'~f"il WAIT IN UNE 
Z'M GLA{~ ;" DON'T  HAV~R: fL~ 
A WHOLE KABOOOLE 
,.._ OF FRIENd'S! / NO WAY' 
~ Z COULP 
t ~ - r ~ ~  EVER AFFOR~ 
! 2~ ~ " ~  To BuY 
! ~ E~,1- '* . f  ~ ENOUGH 
(BUT :I" SURE OON'T~r~.  
MIN~ GOIN~ INTO / ~', 
gEBT FOR ROBglE "~:.~..,, , 
JUST OON'T ~ ~%,,:6,-,~ 
COME-ANY J. [ 'H-. . . .~" 
Ey£rN A~ PETER PAR, I(ER WON~=Ka~ WHY 
,MARf ,.TANE HASN~ T CA L LE~. . . ~ 
"you MEAN---~ILLI ~Y~! BUTYOU'LL 
THE ~OB I~ J l~_  HAVE TO GTART 
. WUNE~..7. ~ ~ ' k  IMl i4E~IATELY. i
" REMEMgER, 
IT MEAN5 TRAVEL, I 
LON~ HOURS/ L 
gEING AWAY FOR/.~ 
WEEK.<; Ar A / [ ' f  
WHO GIVES A ~[:>/:)rr/Y GAU S~CK-- 
NEI~Y.~ TO MARYy 
. • - '~F ,V ,~ i FURNITURE ~J.'~i 
L~'I [ J~k)  ,~pr,,~,~ m.~[;i- ] THE LAOY! AN[7 
~I / :  MWa Y / ,aA I , . '= I  ~ THERE'S OME 
• THE ONE • 
~'M WO~RIEE~ 
AgOUT IS 
MAR'/,TANE!~ 
AT 8E 
~A~G 
~OP ?. 
T HE .SC,4RF 
1- BOUEHT 
HER ISN'T 
,~XA4::TLY P 
" ~ROP 
DEAD'  
; I l l _  KN~K 
N 
r"-BUT I HAVEN'T,...~,~EN HER ~'~ 
~,INCE 5HE GOT BACK FROM J: 
~I r ~mlg~w.,,~le,'qF/A~ y'nvm'~ 
k~'=q " " Mt WOULP 8E =- 
TOO LATE. I 
• THERE, E~/OWBIZAT iANSWER! :~ k:T./(.~OWTHE 
ONE LA.~T ~ 'I:'LL PACK [ / (NOW SHE'5 r_ R~ASON-- 
=1 ~OYZ'L 44y TOOTHBRIJ~H I IN TDWNI. 4~i~i~ ~0'ON'T 
kl M~,  , AN~ BE ON MY j I WHY HA~N*T re ~ ANNA 
IU I. 
; ]IUIP ' I 
~'~i"  NOTHIN~ ~ MAN.  / PiTY THE F~OR ~ ~ I 
~l~ql~ LIKE 90ME ~ AHI~CiZEANT THAT .T, i . i~  i 
,m~i~.~ WEa.~WIN~IN~ L TAN~L~ WITH TONIGHT: ~ ~ I 
~ l~q~ FOR LETTING L"" -  ~ El I 
" l~]L  OFF ~TEAM~ ~"~:~:~, .~ ~ ~r  ~ I 
unessentials. Personality important now. Don't let 
I / _  ~ ~ l _  11% *~Jl_ _ • ~,~ ' ] '~ ,~ conflicts should not deter good Irksome matters annoy. Paying 
lour  i l lO lV lOU~!  1~1/~'~\ efforts, too much attention to them can 
l l  . . . . . . . .  I~_--~-~  "/~--~| VIRGO m,~t~ blow them out of proportion. mrosco.c. (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "V ~ Laugh them off instead. 
• , ,~ . ~,"~',~'~1~J Sidestep deceptive persons . . . . . . . . . . .  
=rrancesoraKe - , "  and unsavory ventures. You ,,.~rn~u.n~ t ,~t ' -~  
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1977 coUld run into both now. Make [uec. zT. m Jan. 20) YJ ~lP[" 
your bid for gains and ad- Be carefulnot tomisinterpret 
GEMINI _ ~ .  vancement only through best others' meanings or be 
(May 22 to June 21) i l L~ use of your talents, eonvincing misunderstood yourself. Avoid 
presentation, hypersensitivity, mpul.qvenees 
What kind of day will Some xtraordlnaryofferings LIBRA tomorrow be? To find out what and tendencies to bicker over 
the stars ay, read the forecast for the taking. Avoid unruly (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A'IL-~=~ minor matters. 
emotions or notions, however. Mediocre ffortswontt donow AQUARIUS ~ given for your birth Sign. This day calls for your _ especially with so much (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
(Mar.ARIES21 to Apr. 20) ~4~ CANcERdependability and competence, competition about. With skillful You should be full of bright' 
Don't put a]l your eggs in one (Jane 22 to July 23) ~ maneuvering, however, you•an Ideas now; ready, willing and 
accomplish more than you think able to carry them out. Fine basket, or lock the barn door A mixed kind of day in terms possible. 
after the horse is stolen. Stress of work. Your ideas are good, SCORPIO 
your common sense. This but you can meet with oh- mp~ (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
COULD be a great dayl stacles, There may be more to Unexpected altercations and 
TAURUS ~ do than you expected, Take all disturbances could throw you 
(Apt. 21 to May 21) in stride, off course ifyo0 are not careful, 
An excellent day for all LEO 
creative activity. Superiors (July 24 todkug. 23) ¢ f '~  sobealertanddoYOURpartto 
tna~, take ;,n extraordinary RealproblemaareUkelytobe maintain harmony. 
iI,Mr.*.~t In 1,mr ldeaA, Make the confused with imaginary ones: SAGrrrARIUS ~ t  
r:d~t ,,f o.q~,lnlJy )'Ir~. ~ l#mk thoroughly over your (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
,~k)~.h£~..q. .q('h¢'r)*~l " ~onrl weed nut A 
stellar influences stimulate 
ambitions and incentive. 
PISCF-~ ) ~  
(Feb, 20 to Mar. 20) ., 
Think twice before em- 
barking on any new plan or 
project; find out if you have all 
the necessary data, and if this is 
the bent ime for it. Discretion 
ecnsc of humor will ~ needed. 
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Days of 
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Our Lives 
The 
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Another 
World 
'~ovle 
The 
Wonderful 
Country 
,?.ont. 
,?.ont. 
:00 Wheel of 
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: 30 Knockout 
:45 Knockout 
To Say 
the Lust  
Gong 
Show 
Hollywood 
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Days of 
Our Llves 
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Our Llves 
rhe Doctors 
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~nother 
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World 
Movie 
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and his 
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Movie 
Movie 
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§ p.m. to midnight 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
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Mary 
Tyler 
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Family 
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Burnett 
Show 
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Night 
Movie 
A Walk 
In The 
Spring Rain 
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Night 
Final 
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Hollywood 
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CTV News 
CTV News 
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Flnal 
Late 
Show 
Kiss Me 
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Cont. 
Jean 
cannem 
Definition 
Definition 
Kereen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Movie 
Matinee 
Little House 
on the 
Pralrle 
The Hunter 
.Cont. 
Cont. 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
.Alan 
He•el 
Alan 
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Lucy 
Show 
Star 
Trek 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
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Over 
Easy 
MacNell 
Lehrer 
No, 
• Honestly 
Best of 
Families 
Best of 
Families 
Movie 
A Matter 
of WHO 
Cont. 
Inter. 
Animation 
Dick 
cavett 
Womentlme 
and Co. 
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Over  
Easy 
Electric 
Company 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Sing 
We Noel 
special 
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~ Ringing out with wonderful wishes for the Holiday 
• / 
Season to all of our fine friends and patrons. Thanks 
so-much for doing business with us. It is our pleasure 
to serve you and we hope to see you soon. May your 
• Christmas holidays be happy and healthy. 
Management And Staff 
'TERRACE 
ml 
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C, urtesy 
4600 B ck 
. Ith the dusting brush of m) 
acuum cleaner:" tier' 
Po~cr Team vac also comes . 
in handy for pre;company 
cleanup in the kitchep. "'! 
use my floor •brush to 
vacuum the kitchen the day 
of the dinner." she says. 
"'There's no point in wash- 
ing the floor that day. 
because it gets dirty again as 
soon as three or four people 
ai'e in the kitchen helping 
me." 
She likes to vacuum the 
living room carpet "half an 
hour before they ring the 
doorbell. We have cut pile 
carpeting, and it adds a 
fresh appearance to see all 
those little fibers standing at 
attention." 
One make.ahead dish and 
one freshly preparesI " dish is 
the rule when Mary Lou 
leeds a crowd. "I'll either 
defrost a casserole and serve 
it with a tossed salad, or 
cook a turkey or ham and 
serve it with a jello mold 
that l've previously pre- 
pared." she says. 
Addressing Christmas 
cards never poses a last- 
minute problem for Mary 
Lou. She buys her cards 
half-price after Christmas 
and addresses them during 
the summer when she has 
the most leisure hours. She 
also buys gifts all year long: 
"Whenever 1see a goody. 1 
gr:tb it and stash it away." 
Buffalo. N.Y.. secretary 
June Caputi is another 
working wife and mother 
who olans ahead for holiday 
entertaining. "We sit down 
at the beginning of the 
season and make a list of all 
the e0tertaining we want to 
do, including what food 
we're going to serve. 1 get 
ideas from the women's 
magazines. Their November 
is,.ues have excel lent  
Christmas recipes that I clip 
and save from year to year." 
June  has carpet i 'ng 
throughout her holnc, in- 
cluding the kitchen and 
bathrooms. "'Keeping il 
clean is so much easier than 
keeping bare floors clean. I
just blot up spills and 
vacuum occasionally." She 
uses an upright vac on the 
carpeting, and a canister for 
dusting and cleaning up- 
holstery and drapes. 
Rather than strive for a 
totally spotless home for 
their big. Christmas Eve, 
family dinner, the Caputis 
"use candles a lot,'" June 
says. ".We rely heavily on 
the mood• the food, the 
dr inks  and the decora- 
tions." 
44APPY 
 AOUDAY$ 
J \ )~ i ; , - -  " ' • " -~ "~.-::2~:::::._: 
May  the  joys  o f  
th is  fes t ive  season  
be  yours !  
Totem T.V. 
And Staff  
4554 Lakelse 635-5810 
[ 
Is she a romant ic?  
Chances are she'd be thrilleu 
with an antique g i l t . . ,  and 
may be encouraged to hunt 
for other antiques, ifyou in- 
clude a book on this fascin- 
ating hobby. 
A sailing buff would ap 
preciate a model kit of  a 
famous sailing vessel and 
may thus  "discover yet 
another fascinating occupa. 
tion for leisur.e time ashore. 
Gift the  convivial guy 
with a dart game he can 
hang in the rumpus room 
• .. it'll provide him and his 
buddies with hours of fun. 
• Knowing that special per- 
son's interests or preferences 
can provide you with that 
necessary clue for choosing 
a hobby gift that will con- 
tinue pleasing long after 
Christm~¢ is over. 
uuz d l Jpre l~ld l lOn 
to our  pat rons .  
(1977 LTD. ) 
and Staf f  
4623 Lakelse 635.2833 
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'*making" almost anything. 
All too l s -  drill, drill bits, 
hammer, saw and vise-- are 
made of durable, soft plastic 
to prevent "'would be" 
• workers from mishaps, and 
provide hours of fun-filled 
play. 
• 'For kids who have a few 
years to go before they can 
use the "real  •thing," 
Kusan's "Lil' Buddy Talk- 
ing CB Radio" is an authen- 
tic toy version of the adult 
CB radio to keep them oc- 
cupied in the meantime. 
Complete with channel 
Whether the gift list has 
one, five or 20 names on it, 
Christmas hopping can be a 
trying affair, indeed. And 
budget limitations certainly 
don't help matters. 
But don't despair - -  the 
marketplace has something 
for everyone, especially at 
Christmastime. With just a 
little planning, Christmas 
shopping can be affordable, 
and even funl 
Gifts for Less than $10 
Bel ieve it or not;  
Christmas gifts in this price 
category are in great abun- 
dance, just waiting to be 
picked! For less than $10, 
(or $2 apiece) a set of 
Lillikins *'twinkles" tree 
ornaments, for example, is 
an ideal, personal gift for 
the whole family. Crafted 
from solid, polished brass, 
these ornaments from the 
Lillian Vernon gift catalog 
are personally engraved with 
the name of your choice and 
the year, "'1977," to hang 
gracefully from the tree, 
above a door or window, or 
anywhere as an intimate 
reminder of the family holi- 
day spirit~ The ornaments 
are available in more than 
70 holiday designs, in- 
cluding bells, angels, 
cherubic children~ winter 
scenes and animals. Based in 
Mr. Vernon, N.Y., Lillian 
Vernon is a leading gift 
marketer whose Lillikins are 
two gift suggestions in the 
"under $2Y' range to round 
out your gift selections. 
If Dad is an imported- 
beer drinker, chances are he 
enjoys his favorite brand at 
a local bar or pub, and not 
selector, on-off switch, ad- Gifts For Under $25 
justable antenna, talking You may be surprised to 
mechanism"and plug-in find that your Christmas 
mike with six different, alk- budget has even left room 
ing messages, the colorful for one or two "splurge" 
radio provides animation purchases. If so; here are 
and stimulates the learning 
of simple word associations 
at the same time. 
For youngsters two 
through seven, the Beaver 
Work Bench from Kusan 
at home. For less than $25, 
an unusual but welcome gift 
has safe, soft plastic tools 
housed in a friendly, toothy, 
- ' ~  J ~ ~  - ~ ~  beaver-characterbench w ich ena lesW°rkchi,- is acase of imported beer 
! 
Hope you are  in  
good sp i r i t s  th i s  
We wish to 
express our best wish - 
es to all. 
Terrace 
So~o~ 
4637 Lakelse 635-4948 
sleepers can rest assured 
that the new St. Croix 
"Stoplock" is a wise invest-' 
ment to help protect the 
family's new Christmas 
gifts. For about $10, the 
"Stoplock" is a unique, 
door security device that 
mounts on the floor to 
provide more protection 
against forced entry than 
chain locks. It can't be 
sawed, CUt or forced. 
For the second holiday 
season in a row, Dad can en- 
joy his favorite Scotch 
wh isky  brand in a 
handsome, decorator decan- 
ter. With a price tag undel" 
$10, the Bailantine's Scotch 
cut-glass decanter in fifth 
sizes is available in limited 
quantities, at no additional 
cost whatsoever. 
Under $10 For Under 10 
Year-Olds 
The "under $10" price 
range offers numerous gifts 
for the "under I0 years" age 
range, as well. 
With the 1978 baseball 
season just around the cor- 
ner, sports-minded kids (and 
Dads!) can bide their time 
with a gift of "Super Jock" 
baseball, the fifth and new- 
est "Super Jock" sports/ac- 
tion game from Schapcr. 
The two-player game in- 
volves precision-timing, and 
includes the Super. Jock bat- 
ter, a "pitcher" mechanism, 
ho l iday  season .  
Our  best  to  a l l  o f  
our  f ine  f r iends  
and pat rons .  
W~ .Od. 
4605 Lakelse 
635-5420 
a specially designed holiday 
candle from Liilian Vernon 
costs less than $10, and will 
provide many happy holiday 
memories. Imported from 
West '  Germany,  the 
Christmas candle is hand- 
dipped, hand-decorated, and 
smokeless and dripless, to 
preserve the raised tree 
design for as long as the can" 
die burns. The striking 
Christmas candle is six inch- 
es tall and has a solid brass 
stand. 
Almost as importaqt as 
the holiday season its=If are 
the many tantalizing ',ends 
associated with it. A gift of a 
small bottle of Liquore 
Galliano, the versatile, 
"mixable" Italian liqueur 
complements any Christmas 
menu, and inspires new 
ones, as well. Italian Egg 
Nog, Galliano Golden Bird 
with Glaze, Shr imp 
Gailiano and Old.Fashioned 
Rice Pudding are just a few 
of the countless holiday 
possibilities with Liquore 
Galliano. 
Even the best golfer needs 
to practice his skills, and 
with the PeeGeeBee practice 
g01f ball from Cosom, prac- 
tice makes perfect, indeed. 
A favorite of golfers for over 
20 yearS, the PeeGeeBee 
travels one-tenth the dis- 
tance of an actual bali, and 
is ideal for gauging dis- 
tances, correcting slice, 
hook, topping and per- 
also sold in leading depart, fecting that all-important decals, score pad and field 
ment sto~#s eveeywhemi',~',: igolf swinll, :e~*~', <,~i,Jve0i/paxkem f~r reelt6aseball.~tc~,!,~ |, **= ~ ~J~4~z~'' ' '  ' i :  
I f  Christmas candles are . Whi]le ~;~.O~,~.~.~.ggl~E~..,.t!9.rt.ql~a ,~.in.[qt, u r.c.ba.tc.[?.eLl~ . . . .  [" ~ J  Lakisle":~'~; '; : . . . .  I 
part of th~i~a'~'i i~ll i]~'~'" ]l l'llms°daln~In their b~illis," "field." I " '=  I 
........ ~" i.~' ~'r +<'" ,= ~ ...... 
• :: j .  . ' 
~ii ' , :  . . . . . .  :.,-iil~;' 
Have a fantastic 
holiday, season and 
remember us for the 
finest in service. 
:":" '¢6pJ t -~ ' - '# ,b  ' 
6~5.2088 
St. Paul Girl besr from 
Germany is an excellent 
choice. Light, clean-tasting, 
and with no chemicals or 
preservatives, this beer is 
properly aged and has vir- 
tually no aftertaste. With 
almost 70% of all imported 
beers consumed in bars and 
restaurants, a case of St. 
Paul Girl beer will be a 
delightful holiday gift under 
the Christmas tree. 
i f  ihcre's a fisherman in 
th~Tamily, the "Fishing 
Machine:~ from St. Croix 
will provide professional 
angling action at a too- 
ment's notice, it features a 
full-size, fiber glass rod 
which collapses into the rod 
and handle assembly for 
easy carrying, and also has a 
patented "range finder- 
i/m!!:hc stfind:: 'el eaw i: h eca~:l: 
I 
, Y~.'/.~ ,¢ /<,,/ ,71 
, ¢ 
Ken's Photo. 
St~dlo 
and Staff 
1-4621 Lakelse 
635.1464 
MERRY 
CHRISTMAS 
Best wishes for a 
Christmas filled with 
happiness and dreams 
come true. 
. . . .  ,, and~Staf f , ,  
4511 Lakelse 635.43~1 
/ .  
!'1 
"1 
"% 
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'Baby's First Christmas 
Few things can give new vegetable combinations and 
parents quite the same won- 
drous ti:eling as seeing their 
baby's face on that first 
Christmas morning. The 
brightly lit tree, the colorful 
packages, the myriad other 
s ights  and sounds of 
Christmas all form a perma- 
nent collage of memories to 
be cherished for a lifetime. 
All of the pro-Christmas 
and holiday activities can be 
a little confusing for your 
nev, est family member. The 
best way to make sure 
everyone njoys the festivi- 
ties is to plan ahead. From 
50 years' experience, the 
c.hild-care xperts at Gerber 
offer some tips for new 
parents at holiday time. 
First, don't plan more ac- 
tivities for one day than you 
can reasonably complete. 
Relax. Take time to enjoy 
your baby. Children grow 
up quickly, so share these 
precious and fleeting times 
while they are young. 
Going shopping'? Why not 
leave thebaby at home with a 
competent sitter. Have on 
hand a convenient jar of one 
3f the strained meat and 
a fruit such as pears for easy, 
yet nourishing eating for the 
baby. Shopping will be more 
enjoyable if you know that 
your child is Comfortable 
and well-fed. 
Be sure your baby will be 
warm, even if the covers are 
kicked off. New, stretch 
terry coveralls from Baby- 
gro, in a red snowflake pat- 
tern, make a practical outfit 
for sleeping and playing. It's 
just the thing for a child to 
wear when hanging up a 
Christmas tocking, too. 
Try to be a sensible "ell". 
Babies don't need compli- 
cated toys. The best ones are 
those that are constructed 
simply and can take a lot of 
wear and tear. Babies love 
packages, so along with the 
very special gifts, wrap up 
less expensive, everyday 
items such as vinyl pants, 
baby socks, and knitwear 
all with that trusted Gerber 
trademark. These items are 
conveniently available .in 
baby departments of super- 
markets everywhere. P.S. 
]'hey make good stocking 
stuffers, too. 1" 
How to Explain 
Explaining the existence 
)f Santa Claus to an in- 
quisitive child can be a 
problem daring the holiday 
season. However, the next 
time a child asks you about 
Santa Claus, why not ex- 
plain that the jovial man in 
the red suit is part of a 
legend that we enjoy during 
Christmas time. 
The original legend may 
have originated with the real 
Saint Nicholas who jour- 
neyed to the Netherlands 
around the middle of the 
16th century after the Dutch 
drove out their Spanish in- 
vaders. The saint, dressed in 
the red robes of a cardinal 
and accompanied by a little 
Moorish boy named Peter, 
gave out gifts to children. 
Since that time, 'the legend 
of Saint Nicholas has been 
celebrated in the Nether- 
lands around December 4. 
Men dress up in the red 
robes and white beards of 
the Saint and give gifts to 
children. 
Just how' our Santa Claus- 
with his pot belly, white 
beard, reindeers and sleigh 
evolved from the story of the 
original Saint Nick is not 
quite clear. He is probably a
composite of German,  
Dutch and Scandanavian 
legends brought o the Uni- 
ted States and Canada by 
immigrants from those 
countries. 
Any'child who has been to 
Holiday Lights 1 
Personal preference usu- 
ally determines one's choice' 
of Christmas lights, a l -  
though miniatures are 
generally preferred as theyi 
Santa to Child 
more than one department 
store during the holiday 
season knows that there is 
more than one Santa Claus. 
You can explain to the 
questioning youngster that 
all of the Santa Clauses we 
see are people who are keep- 
ing the legend of. Sama 
Claus alive so that we can 
continue to enjoy it. You. 
might tell children that 
Santa Claus serves hs a sym- 
bol for the spirit of gi~;ing at 
Christmas time, and that 
symbol is part of the 
festivities we enjoy, along 
with the story of the first 
Christmas. 
Most child psychologists 
agree that children are 
sophisticated enough to un- 
derstand this. They are also 
smart enough to know that 
Santa would get dirty and 
even burned if he tried to 
come down the chimney. 
And, many homes don't 
even have fireplaces in these 
days of central heating. 
In short, children are 
"media-wise", since they 
watch television, listen to 
the radio and are exposed to 
newspapers and magazineL 
They are l ikely to be 
resentful of parents who 
deceive them with tales 
when they grow up, ac- 
cording to many experts. 
By explaining the legend 
of Santa Claus, you may 
give your children a deeper 
appreciation of the season. 
I f  you' re  planning a 
Christmas party for a group 
of youngsters, add to their 
holiday enjoyment by chalk- 
ing welcoming messages 
along the private sidewalk 
avoid overheating. I leading to your door. 
Bel sure to test lightsj You can enlist your own 
before use either in the store i children's help with the"art- 
• ~, ,ooarahmcar at, laam¢,~,. ~ad¢," fot,a,=cal ~au.prOj=/.'.,,, 
Wrap Gifts. with 
Imagination, Too 
Don't just use paper and 
ribbon when you wrap your 
gifts this Christmas - -  use a 
lot of imagination as well! 
Wrap that small gift for a 
teenager in a colorful cotton 
bandana that she can wrap 
around her head after 
Christmas. 
If you have some wall- 
paper left over from your last 
remodeling project, use that 
instead of traditional holiday 
paper. 
Use colored tape for a 
frame (tape along the edges 
of your package)and paste 
an attractive design you've 
cut out  f rom an o ld  
Christmas card, and you'll 
have a pretty holiday "pic- 
ture" atop your present. 
The Sunday funnies make 
ideal wrapping paper for 
youngsters' gifts; and it 
won't hurt so much when 
they tear it all to shreds! 
Dab watercolor paints on 
white paper for an in- 
teresting, colorful abstract 
design to wrap packages in. 
Fabrics, especially red or 
green or prints, make great 
wrappings for gifts and can 
always be used afterward; to 
make a pillow, for instance. 
Cut out felt trees, stars 
and other designs to glue on 
top of packages for an at- 
tractive design. 
Aluminum foil, tied with a 
shiny bow, makes a striking 
package. 
Use the tube from your 
wrapping paper to make a 
container for candies; just 
seal off each end and wind 
ribbon around the tube. 
More Gift Ideas: 
Gift the music-lover who 
enjoys singing, with a guitar 
and instruction book. Sim- 
ple chords are easy to" learn 
and will add to the enjoy- 
ment of singing favorite folk 
tunes or popular songs. 
wishing-h-~dtaken-anothei i-ol~, but your instant pictures can save the daY. Not onlY will they help you keep a 
memorable moment, b~,t hey could also dry her tears and mollify Santa. ~" 
A very special holiday 
greeting to all of our 
special friends and 
patrons who have 
visited us this past 
year. We have enjoyed 
serving you. 
3220 Eby 635-5960 
,v . .  
A Merry Christmas to everyone this = 
Happy Season. Enjoy a friendly : 
and safe holiday.- We thank you for 
your patronage aridlook forward . 
to serving you in the future. 
~.-~ %., ".~ 
::"= ~t  "~" ....= 
¢ 
2816 Kalum 836-7167 
i 
UniqueTree 
Because almost every 
country in the wor ld eels- 
; brates Christmas, it 's no 
wonder that a multitude of 
legends and traditions have 
grown around this inter. 
national holiday. And in 
most count r ies ,  the 
Christmas tree - .  and its 
trimmings - -  arc a tradition 
which takes center stage 
NOV'77  
OF ALL THE DECORATIONS WHICH HIGHLIGHT A FAMILY CHRISTMAS 
TREE, Lillikins twinkling tree ornaments add that special, personalized look so 
cherished by families nationwide. Tamish.free and unbreakable, Liflikins from 
LiUian Vernon ere personally engraved, brass ornaments available in a variety 
of nostalgic Christmas scenes, and are sore to start a family tradition. 
I 
. . . . . . . . . .  .#~.~. .~ f 
Have a happy holiday season. Thanks 
so much for your patronage. We have 
enjoyed doing business with you and we 
look forward to many years of friendship 
and service. 
4603 Park 030-6440 
I!'S only. sporting of us to wish all of our 
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amidst the many hol iday ac. You Can Give a was~., There are converti- conserves water as v.ell a~, 
tivlties, Sy Person hie models avai lable - -  per- energy. To reap the full 
To help make this year's Bu ~ table dishwashers that can benefits a dishwasher has to 
tree-tr imming project extra, Additional Time be bui lt  in later, offer, be sure i t  has high- 
special, here's a selection of '. ' They're perfectly suited to Velocity water action - -  
tree-trimming ideas from Want to give a practical "on-the-go" families and ideally, full.size spray arms 
the just-published booklet, gift this Christmas that's o situations where 24inches of on the top and bottom as 
"The  Tree Tr immer 's  special you'lllikelygetcom, cabinet aren't available, well as a center spray'- 
Text," by Liilian Vernon, an pigmented on your thought. Finished on all sides, and nozzle. 
expert byvirtueofhermany fulness for years to come? easy to move about on For families that may' 
years in the business, and Give a dishwasher, a heavy-duty casters, they can move to a new location, it'~ 
president of the company labor-saving appliance that, he parked at the end of a line especially important hat 
that bears her name. according to the Maytag of cabinets, under a counter their dishwasher is covered 
For a tree that softly Consumer Information or any other place that's by a warranty that movcs 
blends in with thc decor and Center ,  can save the free. right along with them. 
style o f  your  home- -  and is equivalent of one eight-hour Mode ls  w i th  energy-  providing convenience in the 
distinctly our family's own day a week. You can't gives saving features uch as no- years ahead, wherever they" 
tree - -  the personal look is busy person a nicer gift than dry cycles are available, and go. 
perhaps your tree-trimming that much extra time. add to the product's value. 
choice. Snapshots of friends, Just because the planned The dishwasher's capacity At Christmas play and 
vacations or new arrivals recipient of the gift lives in a should be large enough to make good cheer, 
displayed through miniature rented apartment or home meet the family's needs: For Christmas comes but 
gilded f lames- -  availdble at doesn't mean you can't  go washing an entire day's load once a year, 
,our local five and dime. ahead and give a dish- of soileddisheseachevening --Tusscr 
i i  
.C 
i 
. . . .  , . .  / 
• We couldn't squeeze all of Alcart's 2,600 employees at Kltlmat and Kemeno 
Into one photograph. But a representative group from many lands met outside 
the emelter's of flee building to wish you the compliments of the season, 
They am (left to right) Paul Asikainee. Elnar BIIx, Atvaro Ferreira, Denyse 
Tremblay, Bert Lange, Wanda Medeiros. Paul Sladek, Andy ReJczak. Alvaro 
Williams, Fred RodrJgo, Walter Sarkotlch, Hlng Mung, and ale Boye. On 
Friday, December 23, tune In to CFTK-TV at 7 pm to hear thtHr greetings In their 
own languages, when Aloes presents a special half-hour show called KITIMAT 
REMEMBERS AT CHRISTMAS. 
No matter how you say "Merry Christmas", Alcan wishes you the merriest one 
ever - and peace and prosperity throughout the coming year. 
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Gifts for Preschoolers-- 
Hard-to-Shop-for Age Group 
Parents of preschoolers 
know how quickly their once 
"small bundle of joy" grows 
up to be a barrel of energy, 
always in search of fun and 
mischief. Perhaps more than 
any other age group, pre- 
schoolers demonstrate uni- 
que - -  and sometimes ex- 
hausting! - -  skills and 
abilities which may be 
stimulated through careful 
selection of a preschooler's 
:oys. 
Kusan, the company 
'that still believes in make- 
)el,eve," offers a wide 
~ariety of preschoolers' toys 
vhich fulfill the child's de- 
nand for color, animation, 
.uspense and direct involve- 
ment. The "Beaver Work 
Bench,': for example, lets 
preschoolers perform the 
important early childhood 
activity of "building" and 
"making."  The newest 
~ember of the "Zoodlc- 
and" line of animal charac- 
er toys, the sturdy work 
~ench features a smiling, 
oothy, beaver character 
~ith an assortment of soft 
~ork .tools housed in the 
eaver's lap. Designed for 
busy beavers" ages two 
.~rough seven, the Beaver 
Vork Bench provides hours 
f pretend hammering, saw- 
tg, drilling and measuring 
.ctivities. 
There's no better way to 
teach preschoolers about 
household appliances than 
with a series of "mini- 
appliances." Each brightly- 
colored min i -app l iance-  
taini fridge, mini stove and 
mini sink - -  has a smiling 
"Zoodleland" face, and 
comes with appropriate 
props~for imaginative cook- 
ing. cleaning and food 
:torage. Now a preschooler 
:loesn't have to pull all tht 
:ans out of the closet[ 
For preschool, would-b, 
construction workers, a 
series of "Chunky Truck" 
pull-toys lets youngsters lif 
real or imaginary dirt, sand, 
gravel or even small objects. 
The new Chunky Truck 
"Scoop Loader," for in. 
stance, features a Chunk) 
driver who "steers" from 
atop the durable plastic 
truck, while the front 
"scoop" is manually tilted 
up and down for lifting. 
Large, rolling wheels easily 
move the "Scoop Loader" 
indoors or out for safe, play- 
time fun all year long. 
The "Scoop Loader" is 
the fourth in the Chunky 
Truck series which includes 
the cement mixer, fire trucl, 
and dump truck models. 
A combination clock/cot- 
tage full of fun and sur- 
prises, the "Zoodle Cottage 
Clock" is a whimsical 
grandfather clock with 
animal characters and 
movable furniture inside. As 
preschoolers move the 
colorful, oversized hands on 
the clock, the pendulum 
swings and the clock face 
opens, revealing the plastic 
gears that operate tbe pen. 
dulum, and satisfying 
youngster's curiosity about 
how things actually work. 
.Inside, the two-story cot- 
tage lets children pla) 
house, and even has a sliding 
pond for additional play- 
time fun. 
Much to a parent's 
chagrin, preschoolers often 
fancy themselves as "dare- 
devils," willing to take all 
sorts of chances. But. even 
the most daring daredevil 
will find real challenge with 
the "Daredevi l  Thr i l l  
Show." Colorful, stackable 
"kubbies" stuntmen, com- 
plete with their own portable 
Merry Christmas and 
a Very Prosperous 
New Year to all our 
Valued i)ustomers 
From 
dim,s Tackle 
Shop 
4120 Hwy. 1B-East 636-94"/I 
For all your Fishing Tackle 
and Supplies 
road show, drive off ramps, 
jump over barrels and form 
human pyramids, allowing 
youngsters to enact and ira- 
urine the excitement of be- 
ing a real daredevil. 
Preschool "good bud- 
dies" across the nation are 
sending their messages, loud 
and clear, about a new toy 
CB radio which lets them 
emulate Dad doing the "real 
thing." The "Lii' Buddy;' 
talking CB radio features 
four characters of "bud- 
dies" that pop up when the 
child dials the correct chan- 
nel. A talking mechanism 
and springs provide anima- 
tion to heighten a child's in- 
terest and involvement with 
the toy radio~ The "Lil' 
Buddy" uses a sound box 
and pull ring activator, and 
an on:off switch and squelch 
control are also provided for 
added realism. The radio 
can be used at home, or in 
the car right along with 
Dad's. 
Kusan's new "Super 
Prop" racing cars offer safe, 
indoor racing action, and 
are propelled by rubber 
band "motors." The "Fly- 
ing Wedge" and "Sling 
Shot" models feature soft, 
foam rubber wheels to 
protect children and fur- 
niture, and will propel the 
cars upto 45 life-sized miles, 
per hour. Ten inches long, 
each model is decorated 
with a racing stripe and in- 
cludes decal~; so youngsters 
may customize their racers 
as desired. 
Add Own Sparkle 
Add your own sparkle to 
candles this year. It's easy 
and fun too. Just soften she 
outside of the candles where 
you want to attach "glitter" 
. . .  then stick on odd but- 
tons, old tree ornaments, 
sequins, or tinsel objects you 
can buy where ornaments or 
wrapping paper are sold. 
We wish to 
extend Holiday 
Greetings to all of 
our fine customers. 
$110 Kelth t3S.S4SS 
Holiday Folk Festival: 
Christmas is a time for 
festive folk art. 
Your club or organization 
can hold a tree-decorating 
party where members each 
bring a handmade folk orna- 
ment. 
Ornaments can then be 
placed on a groul) tree or 
donated to a charitable 
organization. 
Heap on more wood! - -  
the wind is chill; 
But let it whistle as 
it will, 
We'll keep our Christmas 
merry still. 
- -  Sir Walter Scott 
.~ /A~ 
Merry Christmas 
to the finest people For a Holiday Sea- 
son full of happiness we know, our 
for you and your customers. 
T~ ~ur~e~cr~ family. 
and Staff 
4554 
6  -58 o ~.mt  
GI ETINGS 
An old fashioned Christmas greeting to all my 
constituents. I enjoy working with you and I 
hope that I can contlnu0 to serve you in the 
future. 
Cyril Shelford, MLA+ Skein 
It's our fond hope that this 
Christmas eason shines With 
peace and love for all mankind. 
Have a very safe and happy 
holiday. It's been a pleasure 
, . . ; ! ,~,, , i . , ,  . ,~ . . , : .~ , , . , . . : , , . .  ' '~ ' "~" :2 .  • .... ., ' , , • • . . . . . . . . . . .  
serving you/ 
fli~t¢l++l" 
. ~ , i '  . i l |~ J ldao J , , ;  " 
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The First Noel Frosty the Snowman 
The fi'rst Noel the angel did say, 
Was to certain poor shepherds in fields 
where they lay; 
In fields where they lay keeping their sheep 
On o cold winter's night that was so deep. 
Refrain: 
Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel 
Born is the "K,ing of Israel. 
They looked up and sow o star 
Shining ,in the east beyond them ~r ;  
And. to the earth it gave greet light; 
And so it continued bo~ day and night. 
And by the fight of that some star 
Three wise • men come from country far; 
To seek for a King was their .intent~ 
And to follow ~e star wherever ~t went. 
This star drew night to the northeast, 
O'er Bethlehem ff took its rest, 
And there it did both stop and stay 
Right over the place where Jesus toy. 
Then entered .in those wise men'three 
Full reverently upon their knee, 
And offered'.there in His presence 
Their gold and myrrh and frank, incens¢. 
Then let us oH with one .accord 
Sing praises to our heavenly Lord; 
That hath mode heaven anrd ectr~h of ni~ught, 
And with His blood mankind hath bought. 
Silent Night 
Silent nigt~t! Holy night! 
/~11 is co'lm, all is bright, 
Round yon virgin real'her and child! 
Holy in'font so tender and mild, 
Sleep in 'heavenly peace, 
Sleep in heavenly peace. 
Silent r~ight! Holy night! 
Shepherds quake at the sight! 
Calories stream from heaven afar, 
Heaye.rrly hostssing Arleluia, 
Christ, the Saviour is born! 
C, hrist, the Saviour is born! 
$i!ent night! Holy night! 
~on of God, love's pure .l'ighf, 
~odion4" beams from ~hy holy face, 
With the down of redeeming grace 
Jesus, Lord, at Thy 5i,rth, 
Jesus, LoPd, at Thy birth ~. 
'Saw Three Ships 
i saw three ships come sqi'ling in, 
On Christmas 'Day, on Christmas Day; 
I saw three ships come soH'ing in, 
On Christmas Day in .the morning. 
An'd what was .in those ships all ~hree, 
On Christmas Day, on Christmas Day;. 
And what was in those s ffips.oll three, 
On 'Chrishmos Day in the morning? 
The Virgin Mary and Christ were there, 
)n Christmas Day, on Christmas Day; 
I'he Virgin Mary and Christ were there, 
'~n Chri~mas Day 'in the morning. 
Then let us. all rejoice a-main, 
On Christmas Day, on Christmas Day; 
Then let us al! rejoice a-main, 
. Christmc~s Day in the morning.. 
Frosty Che Snowman was a jol'ly happy soul, 
With a corn cob pipe and a button nose 
A~d two eyes made out of .cool. 
Frosty the Snowman is a fairy tale, they saY~. 
He ~Vas mode out of snow but the c~i;Idren ~,now 
How he come to life one do.y. 
There must hove been "some magic 
In that old silk hot they found," 
For when they placed it on his heoo, 
He began ¢o dance around. 
0~, Frosty the Snowman was olive as he could be. 
And the cMIdren soy he could laugh .cmd play 
Just the some as you and me. 
Deck The Halls 
"Deck the halls with boughs of'hall.y, 
Fa. la, la, la, Io, !a, la, la, la. 
'Tis the season to be jolly,.. 
Fa, la,.Ja, la, la, la, la, "la, la. 
Don we now our gay apparel, 
Fa, I~, la, la, la, la, la, la, Io. 
Troll the ancient Yule-tide carol. 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, Io, la, la. 
See the blazing Yule before us, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la. 
Strike the harp and join the chorus 
_Fa. la; Io, la,'la, la, la, la, Io. 
Follow me in nierry measure, 
Fa, la, la, I'a, la,'m, la, la, la. 
While I tell of Yule-fide treasure, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, lao la, la. 
Fast away the old year passes, 
Fo, la, la, la, l a ,  la, la, la,,la. 
Hail the new, ye lads and lasses. 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la. 
Sing we joyous all together, • 
Fa, la, la, la, Io, la~ la, la, la. 
Heedless of the wind and weather,  
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la. 
0 Little Town 
of Bethlehem 
0 lithe town of ,Bethlehem," 
How still we see thee I,ie. 
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep 
'The si:lem sto/s go by; 
Yet in Chy dark streets s~ineth 
The everlos~i,ng" .I.ight; 
• Yhe hopes and fears of o'll ~he years 
Are 'met .in thee tor~ight. 
For Christ .is born of Mary; 
And, gathered oil above 
While mortals sleep, the angels keel: 
Their watch of wondering love. 
0 morrfing s~rs, together 
Proclaim the holy Bir~h 
A, nd praises ~i.ng of God the King, 
And peace, to men on earth. 
How silemly, how s'iler~ly, 
The wondrous.gift is given. 
So God imports to human hearts 
"l~he blessings of ,His heaven. 
No ear may hear H,is coming, 
But in this wodd of sin, 
Where meek souls wH'l .receive Him, sfi'll 
The dear C~ri~t enters in. 
O Holy Child of Bethlehem, 
Decend .to us, we prm/, 
Cast out our sin, and enter in; 
Be born .in us today, 
We hear the Christmas angels 
The great glad tidings .tell; 
O come to us, abide with us, 
Our Lord, Emmanuel. 
• . , , .  . . . .  
Hark the ,,=;-,u 
Angels Sing 
Hark, the herald angels sing, 
"Glory to the newbor'n King, 
Peace on earth and mercy mild, 
God and sinners reconciled." 
Joyful, oll ye notiohs rise, 
Join the tritm~h of the skies; . 
With angelic hosts proclaim, 
"C~ist  is born in Bethlehem.'!. 
Refrain: 
Hark! ~ herald ori~els sing, 
"Glory to the newborn. King." 
C~rist, by 1~3hest heaven odored, 
Christ, the everlasting Lord; 
Late in time l~hold Him'come,. 
Offsprii~j of o v~rgin's womb,. 
/t Came upon a Midnight 
Clear 
It came upon a mi .dnight clear, 
That glorious song of old, 
From angels" bending near the earth 
To touc"h their harps OF gold; 
'~Peace on ~e earth, good~Etl to men 
From heaven's aN.gracious king." 
The world in solemn stfflness lay 
To hear ~e .o~ge!s ing. 
Yet v~h the woes of sin and strife 
"llhe world has suffered.~ong; 
Beneath .'1~ angel-strain have ro~lecl 
T~vo thousand years of wrong; 
And men, at war w i~ men, hear not 
The words of peace they bring; 
0 hush fh'e noise ye men of strife, 
And hear =the Angels ~ing. 
Bells 
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Dashing through .~e snow 
In a one-horse open sleigh, 
O'er the fields we. go, 
Leucjl~g o~ the way;. 
Bel,ls on bob-tail ring, 
Making spiePt b~ight; 
What fun it .is to 
and sing 
A slei~ing~s0ng tonight! 
Jingle begs, .Nngle bells! 
J~ngte o11 the way! 
OFF, what fun ~t is to ride 
In a abe horse open sleigh! 
Veil'd in flesh'the Godhead see; - / ~  
Hail tile incarnate. Deity. 
Pleos'd as mon with man lo dwell, ' Good King 
Jesus, our Emmon.uel," 
Hail'the heov'n-t~orn Prince of Peace, Wenceslas 
Hail the Sonar righteousness. Twelve Days Of Christmas 
L.igh¢ and ~ife to aH He brings, Good ~l~ing Wences'los IookC=d ou~ 
Ris'n with heckling in His wings. 
Mi:ld He lays His glory by, 
Born that rnian .n~ more .may die, 
Born to raise the sons of earth, 
Born to give them second birth. 
Winter Wonderland 
Sleigh-bells r, ng, a.re you list nin ? 
:.. the lane, snow is glist'nin', 
A beautiful sight, we'R happy .tonight, 
Walk.in' ~n a winter wonderland! 
3cine away .is the blue-bird, 
Here to stay is a new bird; 
We Three Kings 
of Orient Are 
He sings o love song, as we go along. 
Wa'lkin' in o winter wonderland 
In the meadow we can build 0 snowman, 
"Pnen pretend fl~at he is Parson Brown; 
He'll say, "Are you rnlo-riedP" We'll soy, 
'"No man! 
But you can do the job when you're in town! 
Later on, we'll c.onspire, 
As we dream by the fire, 
To face unafraid, the" plans that we made, 
Welkin' in o winter wonderland. 
O Come, All Ye 
Faithful 
0 come, oil ye faithful, 
Joyful and triumphant, 
Come ye, 0 come ye to Bethlehem, 
Come and behold Him, 
Born the King of ahgels: 
Refrain: 
0 come, let us adore Him, 
0 come, let us adore Hi~, 
0 come, let us adore Him, 
Christ the Lord. 
Sing, .choirs. of angles, 
Sing in exultat:ion, 
Si'ng all ye citizens of.heaven alcove. 
Sing ye, AIt glory 
T~ God in the highest! . 
Yea, Lord, we hail Thee, 
Born this happy morning; 
Jesqs, to Thee be glory given, 
Word of the F.o~er, 
;' Nov~'in~ flelh appearing. 
On the 'Rrst Day of' Christmas my true'love s.ent to me, 
'A partridge in a peer tree.. 
On lhe Second Day of Christmas my true .love sent to me, 
Two turtle'dQves and o partridge 'in a poor tree. 
on the Third Day cR C~ri.stmas my true/love sent to me, 
Three French horns, two turtle doves and a partridge .in a 
pear tree. 
On the ,Fourth Day Of C~rist~nas my true love sent to me, 
Four c~tling birds, ~ree French hams, two turtle doves 
and a partridge in a pear tree. 
On She 'Fifth Day of C~ristmas my true love sent ta me, 
F;ive golden rings, four coIHng birds, three French hor~s, 
two turtle doves and ¢~ partridge .in a pear tree. 
On the Sixth Day of Christmas my true. love sent to me, 
Six geese a-laying, five golden rings,four calling birds, three 
French horns, two turtle doves and o partridge in o 
pear tree. 
On theSeventh Day of Christmas my true love sent to me, 
Seven swans o-swimming, six geese o-laying, five'golden 
.Frogs, four coll.ing, birds, three French horns, two 
turtle doves and a partridge !n a pear tree. 
On the E.ig~th Day of Christmas my ,trc~e love sent to me,. 
E, ight maids O:~'wi'lking, seven swans o-swhnming, six geese 
balaying, five golden rings, four cctl'Hng bird.s, three 
F;mnch horns, two .turtle doves and a partridge in o' 
pear tree. 
On the Ninth Day of Christmas my true love sent to me, 
Nine ,ladies donoing, eight maids o-m, ilk, ing, seven ~wons 
a-s~.imming, six geese a~loying, five golden rings, 
four coifing birds, three French ~orns, two turHe doves 
and o partridge in o pear tree. 
On M~e Tenth Day of Christmas my true love sent to me, 
Ten lords-a-'leaping, nine ladies dor~.ing, eight maids a- 
m~lking,.seven swans a-swimming, six geese a-laying, 
'five g011den .H~gs, four call,ling birds, three French 
horns, ~wo tur~le doves and a partridge in o pear tree. 
On the Eleven~ Day of'Christmas my true'love seht to me', 
Bleven pipers piping, ten.lords o-leaping, nine.!adies danc- 
Ing, e~ maids o-nVi'lking, seven swans o-swimming, 
six geese a~laying, five. golden rings, four co~ing birds, 
•ree .French horns,, two turtle doves end a partridge 
in a pear tree. 
On the Tvfett~th .Day of Ct~istrrms my true 'love sent to me, 
Twelve drummers drummi.ng, eleven pipers piping, ten 
.On the ,Fast of Stephen,. 
When the snow lay 'round about, 
Deep and crisp oral. even; 
B~ightly shone the moon that night, 
The' the frost was cruel, 
. When a poor man came in sight, 
Get.h'ring Winter fuel! 
"Hither, .pog~.cmd stand by me, 
If you know'st it, telling, 
Yonder peasant, who is he?. 
Where and w.l?ot .His ,Dwell'ing?'. 
"Sire~ he I'ives a good 'league hence, 
Uncl.erneoth the mountain;, • 
R, ight against the .'forest fence, 
By St..Agnes' fountain." 
. '~Bring me flesh and bring me wine, 
• Bring me pine logs hither; 
Thou and I wi,H see him dine, 
When we bear Him thither." 
Page and. monarch forth they went, 
E-~h they went together, 
Through the rude Wind's wild Iqment, 
And the bi.~ter weather. . 
"Sire, the rHght 'is darker now • 
And the ~vind blows stronger , 
• Foils 'my heart, I know.not how, 
I con go no longer." 
"Mark my footsteps, good my page; 
"T;read ¢'hou in ~ern boldly; . . 
Thou s'holt find the winter's rage 
Freeze thy blood less coldly." 
In his master's steps he trod,. 
• --Where the snow lay dinted:. 
Heat was 'i~ the very s.od 
Whic~ the saint had printed. 
Therefore; Ct~risfian men, be sure, 
Wealth or rank possess'ing, 
Ye.who'now wi'H bless th e poor 
Shall yourselves find blessing. 
Away in 
a Manger 
A-way in o manger, 
No cribber a bed, 
The Little' Lord "Jesus 
Laid d0wn'His sweet head, 
The stars in the" sky.--. 
Looked down Where. He lay, 
The little Lord Jesus 
A-sleep on the hay. 
The cattle are lowing, 
The poor Baby wakes, 
But little Lord Jesus 
No crying He .makes, 
I love Thee Lord Jesus 
Look d~vn from ,the sky. 
And stoy by my cradle 
Till morning ~s nigh. 
Be near me, Lord Jesus, 
I ask Thee to stay 
Close by me forever, 
And Love me,:l pray, 
Bless oil the dear c)~ildren 
In Thy tender core, 
And take us to heaven, 
TO live Wi4"h Thee there. 
We ,three k, ings of .Ori.ent are; 
Bearing gi~ts, 'we .traverse afar' 
Field 'and 'fountain,. moor and mountain, 
Fallowing yonder star . . . . . .  
Born a K'ing on Bethlehem's plain 
Gold I .bring, to crown-Him again, 
K, ing forever ceasing never 
Over us oil to reign. 
Frank-incense to offer ,have I, 
Incense owns a Deity nigh. 
Pray'r and praising all men raising, 
Worsh'ip Him, God most high. 
Myrrh is mine, its bitter perfume 
Breathes a life of gOthering glad'n; 
Sorr'wing, sighing, bleeding, dying, 
Sealed in .the stOne-i:old .taml~. 
Glorious now behold Him arise, 
King and God and Sacrifice, 
Alleluia, A'lteluia, 
Earth to the heov'ns replies. 
Chorus: 
O Star of wonder, Star of night, 
Star with royal beauty bright, 
Westward leading, stil'l praceed!ng, ' 
Guide.uS,.to the perfect !,ight. : .~, 
God Rest You 
Merry Gentlemen 
God rest you merry, gentlemen, 
et rtol~ing you dismay, 
K~rn'ember: C~rist, our Savior, 
Was born on Christmas day, 
To save ~s oil from Satan's pow'r, 
When we were gone qs~ray. 
In Beffdehem, in Jewcy, 
"his blessed Babe was born ,  
r~nd laid within a monger 
Upon ~his blessed morn; 
The w~nich His mother Mary 
Did nothing take i.n scorn.' 
From God, our heav'nly Father, 
A blessed an'gel c.am~, 
And unto cerCaip shepherds 
Brought ,tidings .of 'the, some; • 
How that in 'Bethlehem was born 
The sun of God by name. 
The shepherds of those tidi.n~. 
Rejoiced .much in mind, 
And left their flocks ofeeding, 
-. In tempest, storm, and wincl, 
And went .to Bethlehem strait-way, 
The Son of God to f, ind. 
Chorus: 
' 0 tidings of comlfort and joy, 
comfort and joy,: 
O tidings of cam'fort and joy. 
Christ was born on Chrisrm.s Day 
lords e,leoping, nine ladies ~oncing, eig~. maids o- He is born to set us free, Christian men, rejoice' and sing, 
milking, seven swans o-swimming, six geese o.-laying. He is born our Lord to be, 'Ti~ 'the birthdou of .n I(;,,, • • 
i ,  , ,, . . . . .  . , i : , ' :  .~, - J . ,__ , , . .~ L:.:~: :L.~;. 'F.e~l~ CxM^-  - ' -v~r - - in  ^' ., ,, . , , , , !  t . : . .~  ~_~r,=:,:,:.:~,.,,,,,. =* , ,~  : .~ !'.: vwe .goi.aen. rings, .TaU. r ~.~r, nj u,.-a%~.t--,.=,=:. I . . . .~: ' .~'~ ,- ,,.-u. .~1" =, . .  . . . ; . I'.X Mo-rl-o wr=gl-ne; . • , ..... :., 
' :  N~./~g;:¢~bZturHe'~;e~and'-a'partrictge in a pear tree Jt~e bad, the Lore, Dy.Ctl~ bdUid fore~;eF~j;l~e:~, the Lord' by all ,od0r'd fore, or 
Christ was born on Christmas Day, 'Let .the bright red berries glow, 
Wreathe .the holly, twine the b'ay; Everywhere ,in goodly show, 
Christ-us no-tus ho.d.i'e; C.hrist-us no-tus ho-di-e;. 
The I~obe, the Son,'the Holy'One of Mary. Ti~e Babe, the Son, the Holy One of Mary. 
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The Terrace Dae'ly Herald 
We Wish You A 
Merry Christmas 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
And a Happy New Year! 
Chorus: 
Good tidings we bring for you and your kin. 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
And a Happy New Year! 
Now bring us some figgy pudding, 
Now bring us some figgy pudding, 
Now bring us some figgy pudding, 
Now bring so'me to us here. 
I Heard The Bells 
On Christmas Day 
I heard the bells on Christmas day 
Their old familiar carols play, 
And wild and sweet the words repeat 
Of peace on earth, good will to men. 
I thought how, as the day,had come, 
The belfries of all Christendom 
Had roll'd along th'un-broken song 
Of peace on earth, good will to men. 
And in despair I bow;d my head: 
"There is no peace on earth," I said, 
"For hate is strong, and mocks the song 
Of peace on earth, good will to men." 
Then pealed the bells more loud and deep: 
"God is not dead, nor doth he sleep; 
The wrong shall fail, the right prevail, ,, 
With peace on earth, good will to men. 
Till ringing, singing on its way, 
The world revolved from night to day, 
A voice, a chime, a chant subline, 
Of peace on earth, good will to men. 
It's the time for holly and 
candlelight...for gift§ under 
the tree...and' to recall, both 
old and new. friends with 
affection. We sincerely hope 
that you enjoy the holidays! 
From the Management & Staff 
Terrace Daily O0 o 
.0  
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j i lt Books C.fer a World of Enjoyment 
What W give the person 
who has everything? Books 
are welcome gifts that one 
can never have too many of, 
and this season, book stores 
have a wide range of topics 
to choose from. 
For the art lover, there 
are art books galore,  
designed to provide hours of 
happy browsing and to 
adorn  coffc~e tab les  
handsomely. 
There are no end of 
cookbooks to enthrall the 
gourmet chef, including the 
newer versions for slow- 
coulters or microwaves. 
Hobby is ts  w i l l  be  
delighted with the many 
books about their special in- 
terests,' ranging from the 
history of railroads to a sur- 
histories available, from 
studies of ancient Greece to 
World War I! accounts. 
Any student of the Bard 
would apprec ia te  a 
handsomely bound set of the 
works of Shakespeare... or 
how about gifting that 
poetry lover with a volume 
of verse? 
If someone on your list is 
a do-it-yourselfer, there are 
many "how to" books com- 
plete with illustrations, to 
add to his knowledgeability. 
Trivia fans will welcome 
any of the books devoted to 
this amusing pastime, rang- 
ing from encyclopedias of 
trivia facts to movie quizzes. 
Mystery fans love nothing 
better than a new plot to 
curl up with, so gift them 
vey of seashells, with the latest thrillers or 
History buffs can bone up  -sets of classic whodunits. 
on their favorite period, Pet lovers would ap-  
thanks to the plethora of preciate books on pet care ~ 
or books of photographs of
their favorite breed. 
Gift the gardener with a 
book on his or her specialty, 
be it terrarium or vegetable 
gardening. 
I s  she clever with her. 
hands? There are no end of 
books on sewing, quilting, 
needlepoint, knitting and 
other well-loved crafts to 
please the woman who en- 
joys these hobbies. 
Nature lovers will thrill to 
photographic essays of 
scenic America or other 
books featuring magnificent 
photographs of the out- 
doors. 
Wild West buffs will revel 
in the many pictor ia l  
histories and books of lore 
ava i lab le  about  th is  
fascinating era in American 
history. 
Gifts For Her: 
Say Merry Christmas 
with an ankle-length apron 
and matching chef mitts for 
kitchen and barbeque. 
Delicate porcelain boxes 
for storing odds and ends will 
be a welcome addition to her 
boudoir. 
Crystal pendants will ac- 
cent casual and formalwear 
and be a constant reminder 
of the Christmas pirit! 
is she a gal on the go? 
Treat her to her favorite 
fragrance ina purse-size con- 
tainer. 
Win her heart with a sam. 
pier of wines to enjoy with 
holiday meals. 
Craft kits will give her 
hours of enjoyment and at- 
tractive things to use. 
A personalized pen will 
keep you in her thoughts 
each time she uses it. 
Luxurious bath soap is 
both decorative and useful. 
Buy her several types and 
styles. 
A DISHWASHER THAT IS PORTABLE NOW, but can be built in'later is the 
logical gift choice for active people who have not yet settled intoa permanent 
residence. Besides be,n8 a work-saver, a dishwasher like this Mayta8 conver. 
tible model is a time-saver for busy people who have more interesting things 
to do than to wash dishesJ 
NOV77 
FOR THE PRESCHOOLER= One of Kusan's new Zoodleland family of character 
) t  our  fine patrons. Have 
happy holidayseason. 
toys is the "Cottage Clock," complete with three animal characters and 4~f09 
movable furniture inside As the clock face opens, preschoolers,move tl~e,=, 4 
~,~ je.~,~!,, ?L~ ~:t L~ ,~,, ~ z ,~ ,t.~z,*,,.',~,,.';;; ~ ~ ~ ~ • ~ • ;~,, . . . . . . .  
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A merry heart maketh a 
cheerful countenance. 
. - -  Proverbs 12:13 
NOV'77 
CHARGE BROWN and his pals, Lucy 
and Snoopy, from the Peanuts car- 
toon series can be bright new adorn. 
ments for walls or floors of children's 
rOOmS. 
peace 
be with all of our 
customers and friends. 
and Staff  
4604 Lazelle 7'1 
[ ]  
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Eatand Be Merry, But 
Don't Forget Wa#sthne 
'Tis the season to be jolly, 
but Christmas doesn't have 
to be a time to be jolly and 
fat. Holiday treats - -  cook- 
ies, sugar-laden fruitcake, 
pumpkin pies and plump 
birds - -  so delightful to the 
eye and palate, can and 
should be enjoyed --  but in 
moderation; otherwise they 
can take their toll on waist- 
lines. 
It's a wise, holiday cook 
and hostess (and a true 
friend) who plans to balance 
the festive fare with calorie. 
conscious - -  but tasty - -  
foods. Here are some dining 
tips from the home econo- 
mis'.s for Hollywood Bread 
that will help to keep cal. 
ories down, while entertain. 
ing and keeping spirits up; 
during the Christmas eason.* 
First, realize that you 
don't have to stuff your 
guests or yourself to be 
sociable. Then, prepare low- 
¢al food in interesting ways 
that will make it an attrac. 
tare conversation-piece; for
example, form a holiday 
"wreath" for a table or buf- 
let centerpiece with a circu- 
lar base of various greens, 
~dding red, ripe cherry 
tomatoes, carrot and celery 
eurls and caulifiowerettes as 
tasty "ornaments." Serve up 
with a. zesty, low-cal dip. 
Ring the wreath with strung 
cr;~nberries and popcorn for 
a festive, holiday effect. 
When planning Christmas 
canape.s, or side dishes for a 
f,~mily lest, substitute Iow- 
c~tl versions of fattening 
foods. For instance, use 
healthful, thin-sliced bread 
for the canap~ base or in 
party loaves. Here's a deli- 
cio,*s and calorie.conscious! 
recipe to satisfy guests on 
any occasion: 
Sc=llel~l Crab Cups 
(209 calories each serving) 
Press 4 slices "of crust-free 
Hollywood dark bread into 
• muffin tins. Bake until light- 
ly browned in 350 F. Oven. 
Scalloped Crab 
2 T. margarine 
! T. flour 
1/2 c. skim milk 
I speck pepper 
a few grains cayenne 
pepper , 
7-1/2 oz. crab meat 
2 egg yolks, beaten 
3/4 t. lemon juice or 
2 T. dry sherry 
~I~,~. . i  . . . .  
. . . . . . .  ~ ;~!  ~. = .,,~,:. ~ . .~  
,it <- %:~ . . . .  
The spirit of the 
Holiday Season is 
here, may it brine 
joy to youl 
3097 Ea~st H~y 16 
635-6496 
Melt margarine in skillet. 
Add .flour and stir until 
smoothl Add crabmeat, salt; 
pepper, cayenne and I/2 c. 
skim milk. Stir well and'con- 
tinuously until thick and 
smooth. Gradually ~add the  
egg yolks that have been 
combined with milk, and 
sherry or'lemon juice. Ser~/e 
in toast cups. Makes 4 
servings. 
Holiday On Ice 
Make festive ice cubes by 
placing a cherry or other 
small fruit in each ice tray 
compartment, 
Both children and adults 
will enjoy watching the ice 
melt and eating the resulting 
fruit in this unusual way. 
NOV'77  
"TWO BURGERS COMING UP, O00O BUDDYP Many consumer services now use Citizen Band radios to "talk" to 
motorists, making it possible to order ha m burgers or to make a motel reservation. According to Sears,one out of 10 cars 
are now equipped with this form of ersonal communications. 
636-6667 2816 S.Kalum 
• / 
Have a beautiful Christmas. We are 
grateful for your patronage and we hope 
that you continue to visit us. 
4621 Lazolle 636-6669 
i 
Tile happiest greetings of the season to every- 
GREET INGS Thanks for all of your friendship one. We haueen]oyedservingyou this yearand ~ 
and patronage this year. We look forwardtEaiways we hope to be doing business with you again in 
offering you the best service available, the future, whereveryoumaybe.We'rethankful 
46U Laz,II, ~ ,d~ ~ /¢¢¢ i i~  i';~/treicw~ ' 
n. UnusuC,, Pleasing 
Gift from Finland 
Why not let the white 
reindeer of Finland take 
over for Santa Claus and his 
eight stalwart "chargers" 
this year to bring your 
family and friends a truly 
unusual, holiday gift? 
The famed Finnish rein- 
deer can do just that, in the 
form of a gift pack of a bot- 
tle of Finlandia Vodka with 
two stunning, specially craf- 
ted glasses that will please 
any vodka enthusiast. 
This unique Christmas 
gift comes in a self- 
contained, silver package 
that really doesn't require 
any holiday wrapping. It is 
festooned with a herd of 
Finland's white reindeer 
that gives the package an ex- 
citing, authentic look. 
NOV'77 
UNIQUE HOLIDAY GIFT PACK includes Finlandia Vodka with icy-looking 
glassware designed by the famed, master glass-craftsman from Finland, Tapio 
Wirkkala. Set of two glasses and bottle of vodka are sure to please the 
connoisseur.t 
The vodka glasses that ac- 
company the bottle in the 
Christmas gift-pack are 
iittala glassware, the' best 
and most famous from Fin- 
land. They were designed by  
Tapio Wirkkala, Finland's 
master glass-craftsman, who 
also designed the Finlandia 
Vodka bottle. His intent was 
to give the glasses an "icy 
feel" Wirkkala is also 
famous for his sculptures, 
his work in silver and I/is 
porcelain and wood designs. 
The fighting, white rein- 
deer on the label and on the 
g i f t  car ton  dep ic t  a 
centuries-old, Finnish 
legend. A beautiful maiden 
was bewitched .and turned 
into a white reindeer that 
many hunters tried to kill. 
They were repulsed by her 
antlers. When the maiden's 
former lover joined the hunt 
to kill her, they fought a 
terrible battle that ended in 
death for her. But before 
L; 
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•It  Takes a Better Shopper .... 
.To Make a Better Santa 
Playing Santa these days 
is a pretty tough role. Faced 
with longer and longer holi- 
day gift lists, parents eem 
to have less money and less 
time to spend on Christmas 
shopping. That's why it pays 
for gift-givers to learn their 
lessons well - -  primarily, 
about how to be a better 
Santa. 
When buying for chil- 
dren, it is most important o. 
remember that while games 
and toys that teach are es- 
sential, the child must derive 
fun from them or he will 
soon lose interest. • Young- 
sters tend to like color, • 
repetition, suspense, and  
surprises, and toy manufac- 
turers like Schaper, maker~ 
of "Cootie " and many other 
fine games and toys, try to 
combine these elements in 
their many '*activity" 
games. 
For older children, it's 
sometimes a good idea for 
parents to select games in 
which they too, can partici- 
pate. This enhances a child,s 
appreciation of his parents' 
greater skill and knowl. 
edge, while still permitting 
the element of chance to 
determine the outcome. 
There are many other fac- 
tors for the smart shopper to 
consider. For example, is 
the toy safe enough for chil- 
dren to use without super- 
vision? is it noisy.'? Can the 
package be used and reused 
for storage? 
. Many', parents take the~e "'~ 
and other relevant que~.- - 
tions for granted, only :o 
find that what seemed like 
the "perfect" gift for a child 
led to disinterest and di~ap. 
pointment the day after 
Christmas. 
Some of the best tips o~, 
selecting Christmas pre~- 
ents for children are in- 
cluded in a free. 24-page 
booklet, "How to Be a Bet- 
ter Santa." For a com. 
plimentary copy, send a 
stamped, self-addressed en. 
velope to Schapcr Manufac- 
turing, P.O. Box 1230. Min- 
neapo l i s .  .M inn¢~o;a 
55440. 
"Tis the season for kin-" 
dling the fire of hospitality m ~ " 
the hail, the genial fir¢" of I 
:harity in the heart. 
: f  
- -  Washington lrvine 
f. 
they died, she again took . • 
human form and the lovers ' \~ l  t ~ 
melted into each other's 
arms. Or so the legend goes. 
i ! 
! 
![[ i 
¢ SeW.me. 
• The Christmas tree is all decked out: 
The merry carollers sing and shout; 
We'd like to take this chance to.say 
Have a happy holiday! '7...~ 
As we celebrate the holiday season, our thoughts 
turn to our many friends and patrons who have visited 
us through the years. We are looking forward to serving 
you in the future as we have in the past and we hope 
that you will have a great holiday season. 
4410 Lakehe 63§-2222 
• q l l l ] l ; l i  ~" '~ '  / 
I 
I 
! 
Bell/ll 
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Turn Your Camera 
Into Santa's Helper 
Christmas is a season of friends and send the pictures 
joy. excited anticipation, 
party preparations and end- 
less lists - -  things to do. 
gifts to give. You need all 
the help you can get! 
You may never have 
thought of your camera as a 
='Santa's helper," but it can.~ tie special remembrance is 
do a lot to make your, • always welcome. Makcita 
Christmas easier in a variety 
of ways. And if you own a 
new OneStep camera from 
Polaroid, you are already 
off to a fast start because 
you don't even need to 
worry about focusing. All 
you do is press the button, 
and in seconds you have a 
colorful, long-lasting SX-70 
picture that develops as you 
watch. The OneStep makes 
a perfect Christmas girl for 
just about everyone on your 
list, too -- at only $39.95, 
it's just right for girl-giving. 
[ he piclures are where the 
help comes in. Do you like 
to say Merry Christmas to 
faraway friends, but feel 
commercial cards are not 
very personal? :;imply take 
on-the-spot pictures of your 
family, pets and mutual 
NOV'77 
TUNED TO ACTION: General Efectnc's Searcher 2 Plus 2 Scanning Radio 
(model 7.2975,) is a 6 channel, tunable non.crystal scanner which scans 
tuned channels in the Public Service Hi and the Public Service UHF Bands. It 
is also an FM/AM receiver. Other features include LED digital channel in- 
d=cators to show scan action and channel in use. Searcher 2 Plus 2 has ver. 
nner tuning for the FM and AM bands, and automatic scan or manual control 
with manual control advance for the Public Service Bands. The unit is tunable 
so there are no crystals to buy. It can operate with six "D" cells or built.in AC 
cord. The scanning radio has a manufscturer's suggested retail value of 
$199.95. 
the confusion of the excited 
opening of gifts~ .into 
organization with your 
camera. As each gift is un- 
wrapped, take a quick pic- 
SCOTCH WHISKY 
DECANTER IS NEW 
GIFT TRADITION 
whisky for friends, family, 
and customers, can choose 
the one brand which is show- 
cased in a stylish, cut-glass 
decanter: Ballantine°s ~
Scotch. 
off with a little descriptive tur¢ of the article, jot down Holiday gift-giving has in- 
n°t¢ °r message °n each thename°f thesender°n  eluded a fine b°tt le ° f  0 ~o l~~i~t  
one. It will make an unusual the front or back, and when. Scotch whisky for as long as 
holiday greeting that only it's time to write thank-you anyone can remember, but a 
you could send. You may notes there is no ouestion new tradition is about to be 
friends near home, but a lit- came from Aunt Martha. just one year ago, with a ' '".. 
You ve got a picture t.o coast-to-coast, sellout in- ..'"" "" """ 
tie special remembrance is prove it To make the troductnoh of a new face on 
always welcome. Make it a "'thank you's'" even more an old favorite. 
habit to take individual pic- - special, enclose the picture Now, the thoughtful, holn- 
tures of friends throughout with your note. day shopper, who  buys 
the year  and when nremium-quality Scotch 
Christmastime comes, give • . ,  " 
your friends a very personal I~  ~~~i~: ; ' : : : :~ : :~- : :~;~ ~-'~:~:~ ..................... :" | 
memento - -  an 'informal =L ~.~'~`~l~.~i~%~:~:]~!~i~i~:~:~!i!~ii~iii;:~i~;~!~!~:i~;~; ............ • 
SX.70 portrait of them- " ~" ' ' "  • ~:~:~:::::~::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ....... 
selves. It's a Christmas : ...... : '~:~~:::>:~:~:~:~:~:~::~:~:::~:'::~:::;~:: : . . . . . .  • . . . .  . .  .¢~ ~:i~?~:@::!:~:i~:~:~:~: : : :  :!:: $ : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:i::;:;:;:~:: 
greeting that willbe long- ~:: ~'~. " . . . . . . . .  ~ ::'~' ...... ~:"i:i 
remembered.I a s t i n g a n d I o n g - I :~:':~"~~ . . . .  ~ ~::~:: 
All the nice people who ~ ............................................... 
come to your door  I ~ ! : ; ~  
throughout the year will be I - ~ . . . .  _~l~,~*~"~*~::::~[~:i~il 
delightedwithapicture-gift 
and your of b y, handy to themselves, you q ick-to-use OneStep po tmanan sh ot the pap r hand t o. a JUSt them o hers,k ep an J ~ ! ~ i  ~ t l  I ~ ! ! ! : ' ~ ~ i ~ '  I ":".'~- ? ~ ~" ~,~. - . - - : : ! ' : : : : : : ! ' : "= '=~ . : ~N.21  ~ . . . . . .  , i ~ graCIOUS ,-[hank ~ou to aH o f t  h~ i ~ ~  . . 
instant remembrance at I 
holiday time. I 
And when Christmas 
m°rning finally c°mes' turn I '~ ;~~~!!~i i i ! : ; ]~+~; : : :~  I I   je' Ch er .  w ishes  e It's a prvUege fuji for  U you, with" for  extra Joy,  o servespec ia l  F r i ndsh ip  ' " you . .  ......... C r i s tmas  thanksi and II  =iii iS 
i , .o w.. , , , . ,  i 
ISE T WI HE  
hol iday season.  We hope  to see you aga in  
the next t ime you  need the best in service. 
4531 l~kMae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  &IfP,41~. . ..... 
| 
Fi l l 'er  up w i th  the l ivel iest  g reet ings  
for the hol idays.  We are happy to serve you 
anyt ime and we look fo rward  to o f fer ing  
you the best in products_ and services.  
30 8 Hwy, 16 ';'.!:".'". '#U-1613:: 
....................... 6354660,.. 
 ,/.onalized Y"le Ornaments 
Add 'Creative Touch to Tree 
There are countless ways 
to decorate and tr im a 
Christmas tree, but no ,nat- 
ter what theme ~ or orna- 
ments - -  are chosen, the 
goal is almost always the 
same: to achieve a unique, 
~ersonalized look for your 
family's tree. Handcrafted 
or homemade ornaments, 
handed down through the 
years, and others received as 
gifts certainly help achieve 
the individual look, but 
these may also take all 
• twelve nights of Christmas, 
or longer, to collect. 
A faster way to give your 
They'll Love 
Being Called 
"Copy Cats" 
Looking for a Christmas 
gift for the whole family? 
Why not give them a copy- 
ing machine for their very 
ownl 
Not a huge office copier, 
but a typewriter-size model 
that compactly fits into the 
"office-at-home", in the 
kitchen nook, or in the 
family room. 
Copiers, like typewriters, 
have become a way of life. 
Most of us can testify to 
that, since we spend so much 
time trekking to the local 
copying store or dropping 
by friendly offices to sneak 
in a few free copies. 
The 3M model " i49" 
desk-top COllier is the per- 
fect helpmate for a busy, ac- 
tive family. 
Weighing in at six pounds~ 
the copier needs only elec- 
tricity to operate. Any mem- 
ber of the family can plug it 
in and start copying letters, 
bills, tax returns, recipes, 
c l ippings, or magazine 
pages. The unit is especially 
useful for students for copy- 
ing term papers, class notes 
and school programs. 
Each 8 ~ x I I copy can bc 
made in one minute. ?
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A NIFTY, BUT PRACTICAL HOLIDAY GIFT the whole family can use is this 
new small "149" copier from 3M. It's ideal for homemakers, students, club of- 
ricers and for business work at home. Typewriter.size, the machine makes 
sharp copies in one minute, is available from stationery and office product 
dealers at a suggested-retail price of $99.95.~ 
with YO~ ~, , the  fdtur~..: ~.~.~.~ ,~..,~:,~.: 
.. ..,. . ,  ,. ,~. ..~,.!;,fe;~.~.i..~ ' 
' L t ~  Lazol ::(fll 42   
Christmas tree a Itmk all its 
own is with a new collection 
of-i.illikins .-- personalized, 
hanging, heirloom orna- 
ments from' Lillian Vernon. 
Crafted of solid, polished 
brass, they are custom en- 
graved with the family's or 
recipient's name and the 
year ,  mak ing  them 
beautiful, lasting mementos 
for any family's Christmas 
tree, 
Available at finer depart- 
ment stores or through the 
Lillian Vernon mail-order 
gift catalog, the brass orna- 
ments are crafted in dozens 
of nostalgic Chr istmas 
stunts, as well a~ bull~. 
snowmen, chcrubm :hd. 
dren, carolers and - -  ol 
course --'Santa. l:ach orna- 
merit hangs. ¢'asil~;, on the 
Christmas tree, above a 
mantelpiece,, or almost 
anywhere.. 
At a 'cost o£ less than two 
dollars, a Lillikin will Com- 
plement any tree-decorating 
theme, be it traditional, con- 
temporary or international. 
As gifts to loved ones, ac- 
qaaintances or office co. 
workers, the ornaments are 
THE HERALDXMA$SUPPLENIENT, Thurs~lsf, Oeeerr.,r.~r 2L ,~7/. P,~G.: 
Victorian %~, realh,, randid Gif! Photr~ 
Vi i i , . :  ... ;,:~'-:,'~..',r~ Why not de; ,,: 
wreaths ran'be made ir,Jm Ir,:nds and r,~,~::-.-. • 
old, discarded tics. ~urpris© phot~,~ ,,: -.-.- 
Use tie material to form ~lves,. their ch~;~,:-,- - , .  
snippets and. sew together, pets0rthegrounds:-.~- -,~. 
with gold pearl c;otton housed Mat the ;x-.':,....< 
featherstitch .to hide the framethem, ther. ::.~,.. --..-- 
scums, in bright red p>.:t>.~:. .. 
De~:orute with a tie rib. deliver them in per;r.- 
bon and enj6y your nostal, ver~.' personal gif" .~*.,. -~," 
gic-lobking handiwork, friends never tire ,,f 
CHRISTMAS 
Have a happy  hol iday season and 
rememher  us for the best in service. ~ 
% A//aur ;r nds 
and Pa~ons 
4842 Lazelle 638.1078 
your way through a season Of happy 
days. Your friendship is precious... 
4616-A Lazelle 635-5453 
~r .~wl 
\ 
L\ 
-.<, 
    5.611:i ¸¸¸ 
~: .... . ,~ :. .. ,~., .~, .... 
/;~.;.::~T 4442 LaXt l ' /751  
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! Wishing you all of the blessings of the Hohday Season to you and your | 
I loved ones. We hope that you will aways find Peace and Contentment, 
| guided by that everlasting light that leads the shepherds in the fields tothe 
manger. Have a happy and holy Christmas eason. • 
j p '  • • j Terrace Oo-o ssocnatnon 
!,,, II, • '~ I 4617 Grenll Phone 635-6347 
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